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Introduction
The Centrify Hyper-scalable Privileged Access Service (Hyper-scalable PAS)
deployment model is an on-site solution where you provide your own servers as
part of the infrastructure solution. The infrastructure you choose can be either an
internal protected network, a private cloud, or a public cloud instance.
Hyper-scalable PAS uses a scalable approach; each installation includes an
unlimited number of Web, Background, and optionally TCP Relay (Relay and
Logging) nodes running Centrify Privileged Access Servicesoftware on a
Windows Server operating system. These nodes must be able to communicate
with each other and the following additional components that make up the
installation (for specific component requirements, see Prerequisites):
n

Cache server (Redis)

n

Database server (PostgreSQL)

n

Load Balancer

Additionally, outside of the cluster, a Management node is required to manage
the cluster.
See the following for a run time overview of the Hyper-scalable PAS.
Note: Components with the Centrify icon execute product code provided
by Centrify.
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Installation concepts
This installation and configuration guide describes how to install, upgrade, and
configure the Hyper-scalable PAS as a solution in a high availability (HA)
environment. An installation is the configuration for a specific hostname and
certificate that define the site enabled by this Centrify PAS deployment. After
you install Hyper-scalable PAS, you use the Admin Portal to add, manage, and
access the resources, domains, and databases and the corresponding accounts
within the Privileged Access Service. The following concepts provide some
context that can be helpful in understanding the overall installation process (for
an overview of the installation, see Installing Hyper-scalable PAS):
n

Cluster site installation
A cluster installation/site is defined as the configuration of nodes with the
Hyper-scalable PAS software package installed. Each installation/site
requires a single hostname and certificate to be defined for that particular
site. For example, pas.yourcompany.com indicates a particular site
installation, with one hostname, matching host certificate, and database
server, while company.acme.com would be a different site installation with
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a different database server and a different host certificate. To create an
installation, you need to install and deploy the Centrify Hyper-scalable PAS
software to the Management, Web, Background, and TCP Relay nodes.
During installation you create the deployment package that allows you to
easily deploy to specific nodes.
n

Deployment
A Hyper-scalable PAS Deployment is the specific version of the software
and configuration used to create node instances. This is created and
packaged using Centrify-PAS-NewDeployment. That package is then used
to create new nodes (see Deployment instance below), which are
associated with that specific Deployment.

n

Deployment instance
A Hyper-scalable PAS deployment instance is a node on a server created
using a Deployment package, for example by calling Centrify-PASDeploy-WebNode. In addition to Web and Background nodes, you can also
deploy the Hyper-scalable PAS software two types of TCP Relay nodes:
Logging node and a Relay node.

High availability and scale
The Hyper-scalable PAS gives you the ability to easily add additional Web and
Background nodes to make it a scalable, high availability solution. Generally
your solution should include two or more Web, Background, and optionally TCP
Relay nodes. For more information, see Scaling and high availability. The
following additional components that make up your Hyper-scalable PAS
solution will also need to be sized to meet your scalability and high availability
needs:
n

Cache (Redis)

n

Database (PostgreSQL)

n

Load balancer

n

Networking and power infrastructures

n

Centrify Connector

The following shows how high availability works in Hyper-scalable PAS.
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Note: Node monitoring is dependent on your organizations chosen
software.

Backup and Disaster Recovery
To ensure uninterrupted service in the event of a major system failure, we
recommend maintaining a back up of your configuration and database
instances. Maintaining these backups helps to ensure fastest recovery from a
system failure. For more information on disaster recovery, see Backup and
disaster recovery.
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Architectural overview
Hyper-scalable PAS utilizes nodes as servers to provide high availability and
scale for your infrastructure solution. In Hyper-scalable PAS, when one node
fails, the system remains operational (provided you configured with multiple
nodes as suggested). The following nodes make up the Hyper-scalable PAS
architecture:
n

Web node—contains Hyper-scalable PAS software and manages
incoming web requests and provides REST endpoints (provides web API
functionality). Web nodes communicate with Background nodes, TCP
Relay nodes, Cache (Redis), and the Database (PostgreSQL) servers. All
user-access to Hyper-scalable PAS is through the Web nodes, which are
reached at the host address through the load balancer. The Web nodes do
not typically perform long-running or scheduled tasks; their job is to
respond quickly to user requests. Only active Web nodes, those with the
current active Deployment ID, respond to requests, and therefore only Web
nodes receive traffic from the load balancer. You can add more Web nodes
to scale up your architecture.

n

Background node—contains Hyper-scalable PAS software and manages
background jobs such as regularly rotating passwords, re-syncing with the
Domain Controller and running reports. Background nodes communicate
with Web nodes, Cache (Redis), and the Database (PostgreSQL) servers.
The Jobs dashboard (/jobs) provides a view of the Background node
workload. You can add more Background nodes to scale up your
architecture if you notice delays or jobs are queued for extended periods of
time.

n

TCP Relay node (Relay and Logging)—Relay and Logging TCP Relay
nodes contain Hyper-scalable PAS software and bridge between other
technologies such as Active Directory, RDP hosts, log aggregation, and the
Hyper-scalable PAS deployment. Although a separate Logging node is not
mandatory, Centrify suggests you deploy a separate Logging node.
n

The Relay node allows the Centrify Privileged Access Service to
communicate with the Centrify Connector. Connectors are used to
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enable Active Directory integration, RDP access, and other
integrations with the infrastructure. All TCP Relay nodes receive
requests to forward data from Web nodes and/or Background nodes.
If a request is Connector-bound (instead of, logging), it is forwarded
along the Connector-initiated pipe.
n

n

The Logging node centralizes the logs onto a single system for easier
diagnostics, as well as allowing the logs to be watched on the
Management node. The command Centrify-Pas-WatchLogs.ps1
will not work without a logging node.

Management node— scripts are executed from the Management node to
manage the cluster. The Management node is not part of the cluster itself,
however It does need to be able to reach Web, Background and TCP Relay
nodes and have full database access. While the management node needs
full database access, it doesn’t directly communicate with any other nodes
beyond the initial installation.
Note: Each deployed node (Web, Background, and TCP Relay) has an
InstanceID or NodeID that is used to identify that specific server in
the Hyper-scalable PAS cluster.

n

Database (PostgreSQL) server—external database that is only used for
Hyper-scalable PAS. The database (PostgreSQL) never originates
requests; it only receives and answers requests.

n

Cache (Redis) server—caches repeat operations to improve database
performance. The cache (Redis) never originates requests; it only receives
and answers requests.

n

Load balancer—load balances traffic to multiple servers (for Web node and
connector traffic). The load balancer must have a static IP address, with an
appropriate entry connecting the name (URI) to the address in the DNS.
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Network topology
The following shows the port requirements and direction for Hyper-scalable
PAS.
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Prerequisites
The following summarizes the minimum software and hardware requirements
for deploying Hyper-scalable PAS. Requirements may vary based on your scale
out and performance needs; for details see Scaling and high availability.

Database
The database configuration, at a minimum, must have a PostgreSQL-compatible
server or cluster with a network reachable service for each Installation. That is,
each site (or Installation for a hostname) requires its own database server.
Additional requirements for the PostgreSQL server are noted below:
n

PostgreSQL server version: 11+, or a managed PostgreSQL service from
Amazon Web Service (AWS), Microsoft Azure, or Google Cloud Platform
(GCP). Managed services include: Amazon Relational Database Service
(RDS), Amazon Aurora, Azure Database for PostgreSQL, Cloud SQL for
PostgreSQL
Your site specifications for CPU, RAM and disk space are really dependent
on workload. However, the server running PostgreSQL at a minimum
should include:
n

CPU—a quad-core 2+GHz Intel i7 CPU or equivalent

n

RAM—16GB

n

Disk space—1TB (The amount of disk space in your system is
dependent on the amount of data at your site.) Also note that the disk
should include priority on disk speed (e.g., a RAID of SSDs), and RAM
(for shared buffer caching) over CPU.
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n

The following PostgreSQL extensions:
n

PLV8 version 2.X
PLV8 is a PostgreSQL procedural language powered by V8
Javascript. See https://github.com/plv8/plv8 for installation
instructions.

n

postgres_fdw
postgres_fdw is a foreign data wrapper used to access data stored in
remote PostgreSQL servers. See
https://github.com/postgres/postgres/tree/master/contrib/postgres_
fdw for installation instructions.

The PostgrSQL extensions often come standard if you are using a
managed PostgreSQL service.
You can run the following query from a psql prompt to make sure the
proper extensions are installed:
select * from pg_available_extensions where name in
('plv8','postgres_fdw');

Use the DBNoPLV8 switch to bypass PLV8 and turn FastDB off in settings.
If you do not have the PLV8 extension available on the database server
and do not use the switch, you will receive the following error "Install
without requiring the PostgreSQL PLV8 extension. Warning: This bypasses
significant database performance enhancement code." and Installation
creation will stop. You must either add PLV8 to the database server or use
the switch above. While it is not recommended to turn PLV8 on at a later
date, to do so you must do the following: change the settings, add PLV8 to
the database, and then build a new deployment.
n

An administrative account with credentials for the database and open port
access.
The username, password, URI and port may be passed to the CentrifyPAS-NewInstallation command.
Note: Password authentication supports scram-sha-256 or MD5
for Postgres.

n

No Privileged Access Service tables should exist in the database server. If
tables do exist, you will need to use the -overwrite flag when issuing the
installation command.

n

SSL is supported through the -DBSSL switch:
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n

If PostgreSQL is configured to use SSL, the port specified with DBPort
must be the SSL port.

n

If -DBSSL is specified, the database server certificate authority chain
will be verified, which will fail if the client (the Centrify Management,
Web, or Background node) does not have all related certificates. DBTrustServerSSL may be used to bypass this check, especially for
private authority certificates.

Cache
The caching system, at a minimum, must be a Redis server with a network
reachable service for each site and must meet the following requirements:
n

At least 2GB of RAM.

n

Redis version 4 or above.

n

Endpoint is only used for Hyper-scalable PAS.

Refer to the Redis enterprise software overview fore more information on Redis
enterprise software.
The following are supported in addition to your hosted Redis service:
n

Amazon Web Service (AWS)

n

Azure

n

Google Cloud Platform (GCP)

Redis is a high-speed cache and is ideally run in a protected network, without
passwords or encryption to slow it down. If encrypted communications and
protected endpoints are required, both SSL and access key passwords are
supported.
The same SSL constraints on PostgreSQL apply to Redis. -RedisSSL may be
used to require SSL, but then the specified port must be SSL and the server
certificate authority chain will be verified. You can use -RedisTrustServerSSL if
necessary to bypass that.
Note: Web SSH and RDP do not support trust bypass for the Redis
certificate.
Redis also supports a password (also known as an “access key”), which may be
set using -RedisPassword. Due to command-line constraints, the password may
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not include quotes, semi-colons, pipes, or other console-impacting special
characters.

Load balancer
A network load balancer (layer 4 – i.e. not a layer 7 or application load balancer)
supporting transparent source/target IP and transparent pass-through of SSL
(HTTPS) traffic. While Hyper-scalable PAS does transmit via HTTPS, the load
balancer must be configured to handle TCP, rather than HTTPS, on port 443; this
allows the data encryption to survive the full path between client and server,
ensuring security and integrity. Health checks are by HTTPS endpoint.
Load balancers that cannot pass through SSL traffic without decrypting it, such
as Amazon's Layer 7 ELB, do not work as they break the full-chain
authentication. However, an Amazon Network Load Balancer (ALB) can be
configured to pass SSL traffic without decrypting it.
Note: In some cases, load balancers that operate on a different layer or
that do not preserve source/target IP, may work, but may impact
specific functionality. The load balancer should support
dynamically adding and removing servers based on their health
check and type.

Certificates for Centrify Privileged Access Service
authentication
The primary Centrify PAS server in the cluster must contain a certificate that is
used for authentication between the Centrify PAS and all endpoints that use the
Centrify PAS (such as enrolled devices, clients, browsers, connector computers,
and so on).
The certificate must be for the Centrify PAS URI (for example,
vault.mycompany.com). This is necessary because all endpoints will use the
Centrify PAS URL host name to access the Centrify PAS. All endpoints must trust
the certificate authority that issues the host certificate.
When you install the Centrify PAS on the primary server in the cluster, you can
choose to specify an existing trusted host certificate, or create a new, self-signed
certificate. In a production environment, it is recommended that you specify an
existing trusted host certificate. The option to create a self-signed certificate
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during installation is provided mostly for demonstration purposes, and is not
intended for use in production environments.
To ensure that endpoints trust the Centrify PAS host certificate, the certificate
that you specify during installation should be from a known third-party
certificate authority (for example, GoDaddy, Verisign, and so on).
During Centrify PAS installation on the primary server, you will see the following
certificate prompt:
Would you like to provide a custom host certificate, if not, one will be generated
for you?
Respond to this prompt in one of these ways:
n

To use an existing host certificate from a trusted third-party certificate
authority, enter Y (yes). You will then be prompted for the location and file
name of the certificate.

n

To create a new self-signed certificate for demonstration purposes, select
N (no). A new certificate will be created as part of the installation process.
Note: If you choose N (no), you will not be able to install the Centrify
Connector on a separate computer unless the self-signed
certificate and root are trusted on the domain.

During Centrify PAS installation on secondary servers, you are not prompted for
a certificate because certificate information is obtained from a cluster
configuration file that is created during primary server installation.
Note: After installation, you can change to a different certificate by
executing the update_host_cert.ps1 script as described in
Updating or replacing a web server certificate.

Supported Redis versions
Centrify Hyper-scalable Privileged Access Service supports Redis versions 4 or
greater and has been verified with the following Redis versions:
Redis 4.0.14
Redis 6.0.6
Redis 6.0.10
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Note: Ensure your machine meets the minimum requirements for your
version of Redis.

License key
Obtain an Hyper-scalable PAS license key that is specific to your company.
During installation, you are required to provide your company name and the
license key that is bound to the company name. Contact a Centrify
representative if you do not have a Hyper-scalable PAS license key.

Web, background, TCP relay, and management
nodes
All nodes can be physical, virtual, or cloud instances and must be able to
communicate with each other, the database, and the cache (Redis) node. For
information on scaling your environment, see Scaling and high availability. CPU
and memory requirements may need to increase as you add users, especially for
the Web nodes. The nodes used to run Hyper-scalable PAS must meet the
following requirements.
System requirements
n

(General minimum): one Windows Server 2016 or 2019 computer for each
node type (Web node, Background node, TCP Relay node, and Centrify
Management node).

n

(HA configuration minimum): at least two Windows Server 2016 or 2019
computers for each node type (Web, Background, and TCP Relay) and one
Windows Server 2016 or 2019 computer for the Management and Logging
nodes for a total of 8 computers.

n

Computer clock set to synchronize with a known accurate time source.

n

Microsoft .NET Framework updated to version 4.8.
Note: All Hyper-scalable PAS Servers, including the Management
node, must have .NET Framework 4.8 installed. As .NET
Framework 4.8 is not installed on Windows by default, you
may have to manually install it. See
https://dotnet.microsoft.com/download/dotnetframework/net48 for information.
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n

An entry in the Domain Name Server pointing to the load balancer that
services the Web nodes.
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Additional Management node requirements:
The Management node is not required for daily operation.
n

Front-end web network accessibility.

n

The PKCS #12 SSL certificate file in either .pfx (Personal Information
Exchange) or .p12 format (successor format to .pfx) must be available
during installation.

connector computer requirements:
See the Centrify Privileged Access Service online help for details regarding
connector. Ensure you enter the CentrifyPrivileged Access Service hostname
when you register the connectors in your customer-managed Scalable PAS
installation.

Network
Make sure your network segment and subnets are defined to allow
communication between all nodes within an Installation. For network topology
details, see Architectural overview. Additional network requirements include:
n

n

n

IP requirements:
n

The load balancer must have an IP address with an appropriate entry
connecting the name (URI) to the address in the DNS.

n

The load balancer must be in network mode (layer 4)

Port requirements
n

Web nodes must be able to accept SSL (port 443) connections from
the load balancer node (all calls are SSL).

n

TCP Relay nodes receive connections over port 443, but do not need
access to the cache (Redis) or database (PostgreSQL) servers.

Access to the internet, or—if the computer is not connected to the
internet—access to installation media for required software. For example,
IIS, PowerShell, and other features.
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Basic port requirements
The following table shows the basic port configuration for Hyper-scalable PAS
incoming and outgoing component communication. For additional information
on port assignments, see Review the firewall rules.
Component

Port Setting (Incoming)

Port Setting (Outgoing)

connector

--

443 to various nodes
(additionally for AD, RDP, SSH, etc. see
Review the firewall rules)

Load balancer

443

443

Web nodes

443

unrestricted

(from the load blancer)

(requires access to Cache Redis and
Database PostgreSQL—subnet
443/6379/5432)

Background
nodes

TCP Relay
node

443

unrestricted

808

(requires access to Cache Redis and
Database PostgreSQL—subnet
443/6379/5432)

443

443

(can be limited for IP addresses
from the connector and the
Web and Background nodes)

Redis cache

6379

--

PostgreSQL
database

5432

--

PowerShell execution policy
The default PowerShell execution policy may prevent the running of unsigned or
remote-signed scripts. This will interfere with the execution of Hyper-scalable
PAS.The current policy can be displayed with the PowerShell command GetExecutionPolicy. It can be set with:
Set-ExecutionPolicy -ExecutionPolicy Unrestricted -Scope
CurrentUser

Note: Scope could also be LocalMachine.
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For more information on PowerShell policy, see: https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/powershell/module/microsoft.powershell.core/about/about_execution_
policies?view=powershell-7.
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System hardening
The following details the process of hardening servers that are hosting the
service to reduce their attack surface and is done by performing the following:
n

Things to know before you begin

n

Windows operating system hardening

n

Applying Windows operating system updates

n

Using anti-virus software

n

Disabling network protocols

n

Configuring Windows logging and auditing

n

Verifying firewall configuration

n

Disabling default accounts

n

Disabling unnecessary default shares in Windows

n

Windows Internet Information Server (IIS) hardening

n

Securing Hyper-scalable PAS

n

Windows Server Update Services (WSUS)

Things to know before you begin
The following is intended for Windows Server systems only. It assumes you have
completed the installation steps as detailed in:
n

installed Centrify Scalable Privilege Access Service successfully.

n

the operating system has been hardened in accordance with either:
n

the Microsoft’s Windows Server Security Guide.

n

the Center for Internet Security Windows Server (Level 1
benchmarks).

The following should be used in conjunction with any applicable organizational
security policies and hardening guidelines. General hardening of the Windows
Server instances should be performed before applying the more detailed steps
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below. If there are conflicts between the following and organizational policy
documents, they should be raised with the internal security team for assessment
and resolution.
Note: As a general rule, the most restrictive policy that allows for the
desired operation of Hyper-scalable PAS without adversely
effecting it or any other required element of Windows
functionality should be implemented.
All Hyper-scalable PAS components, with the exception of the management
node, should be installed on dedicated servers. The servers should not serve any
other purpose than that required by the Hyper-scalable PAS solution. The
systems considered to be direct components of the Hyper-scalable PAS solution
are as follows:
n

Centrify PAS

n

Connectors

Windows operating system hardening
For Microsoft Windows Server Operating Systems hardening, refer to the Center
for Internet Security Level 1 Benchmarks for Windows Server at
https://www.cisecurity.org/benchmark/microsoft_windows_server/.

Applying Windows operating system updates
Windows updates should be applied in a timely fashion in accordance with the
organizational security policy. These may be applied manually or automatically
using the Windows Server Update Service (WSUS). Configuration of WSUS is
beyond the scope of this document and will also depend on the organization’s
update strategy. Microsoft provides comprehensive documentation for WSUS
and should be consulted as needed.

Using anti-virus software
It is recommended consult with your company IT and/or compliance
departments to discuss anti-virus needs.
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Disabling network protocols
The following networking components are not required by Hyper-scalable PAS
or the supporting Windows infrastructure and can therefore be safely disabled
on all network adapters:
n

File and Printer Sharing for Microsoft Networks.

n

QoS Packer Scheduler.

n

Microsoft LLDP Protocol Driver.

n

Internet Protocol Version 6 (TCP/IPv6).

n

Link-Layer Topology Discovery Responder.

n

Link-Layer-Topology Discovery Mapper I/O Driver.

This should leave only the following networking components enabled:
n

Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4).

n

Client for Microsoft Networks.

The following image illustrates how the network adapter properties should look
following these changes:
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Configuring Windows logging and auditing
By default, Windows Server does not log all events of potential interest. Unless
organizational policies mandate them and they have previously been enabled,
perform the following steps:
1. Go to Start Menu > Administrative Tools > Group Policy Management. In
the left pane, navigate to Forest > Domains > Domain Name. Expand it.
2. If it does not already exist, create a new Group Policy Object called
“Centrify” by right-clicking on Domain Name and selecting Create a GPO
in this domain and link it here….
3. Right-click on the “Centrify” policy object.
4. Click Edit in the context menu. It shows Group Policy Management Editor.
Navigate to Computer Configuration > Policies → Windows Settings >
Security Settings > Advanced Audit Policy Configuration > Audit
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Policies. It lists all audit policies in the right pane. Here, enable the
following policies for both “Successful” and “Failed” events:
5. Configure the following keys as follows:
Key

Value

Logon/Logoff → Audit Logoff

Success & Failure

Logon/Logoff → Audit Logon

Success & Failure

Object Access → Audit Detailed File Share

Success & Failure

Object Access → Audit File Share

Success & Failure

Object Access → Audit File System

Success & Failure

Object Access → Audit Registry

Success & Failure

Object Access → Audit Handle Manipulation Success & Failure

Following making the above changes open an Administrative command prompt
and enter gpupdate/force.
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Verifying firewall configuration
During the installation process, the Windows Firewall is correctly configured to
allow Hyper-scalable PAS components to operate correctly. No further steps
should be required. If a firewall other than the Windows Firewall is in use, it must
be configured according to the following values:

Disabling default accounts
The local administrator account should be disabled to prevent its use. Before you
do this, ensure you have another administrative account configured.
To disable local administrator account, enter the following command into an
administrative command prompt:
net user administrator /active:no

The same steps should be taken for the "Guest" and "DefaultAccount" accounts.
To list the accounts present on a server, enter the following command into an
administrative command prompt:
net users

To learn if a given account is active or not, enter the following command into an
administrative command prompt:
net user <account name>

For instance, net user guest should return output of the following form:
Note: Note the line "Account active No."
C:\Windows\system32>net user guest
User name

Guest

Full Name
Comment
the computer/domain

Built-in account for guest access to

User's comment
Country code

000 (System Default)

Account active

No

Account expires

Never
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Password last set

14/09/2018 15:41:54

Password expires

Never

Password changeable

14/09/2018 15:41:54

Password required

No

User may change password

No

Workstations allowed

All

Logon script
User profile
Home directory
Last logon

Never

Logon hours allowed

All

Local Group Memberships

*Guests

Global Group memberships

*None

The command completed successfully.

Disabling unnecessary default shares in Windows
To disable the share, perform the following steps:
Disable default shares on all Hyper-scalable PAS servers by running regedit
(Windows key + R → regedit) and setting the value of the following registry key
to (REG_DWORD) 0:
HKEY_LOCAL_
MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\LanmanServer\Parameters
AutoShareServer

Create the AutoShareServer key if it does not already exist .
Restart the server.
To confirm the change run the following in a command prompt: net share
The result should be as follows:
C:\>net share
Share name

Resource

Remark

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------IPC$

Remote IPC

The command completed successfully.
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Windows Internet Information Server (IIS)
hardening
Perform the following steps:
1. Remove all unnecessary IIS Application Pools on all Hyper-scalable PAS
servers.
2. Start Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager (Windows Key + R →
inetmgr).
3. Open the Application Pools leaf under the server being managed and
remove all application pools apart from the DefaultAppPool and the
Centrify entry. The results should appear as follows:

4. Restart the server.

Securing Hyper-scalable PAS
Understanding Hyper-scalable PAS user password policy
Due to the sensitivity of the information and functionality handled by a Hyperscalable PAS implementation, the standard organizational password policies
might not provide adequate protection. The following settings are recommended
for Hyper-scalable PAS users.
1. To apply these polices, log into the Admin Portal and navigate to Core
Services → Policies → Add Policy Set.
2. Under User Security Policies → Password Settings set the values above
as follows:
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Setting

Recommendation

Minimum password length

16 characters

Maximum password age

31 days

Password history

20

Require at least one digit

yes

Require at least one upper case and one lower case letter

yes

Require at least one symbol

yes

Maximum consecutive bad password attempts allowed within window

3

Capture window for consecutive bad password attempts

10

Lockout duration before password re-attempt allowed

30

Password expiration notification

7

Escalated password expiration notification

24

Enable password expiration notification on enrolled devices

yes

Show password complexity requirements when entering a new
password

yes

Alternatively, if there is an available OAUTH or RADIUS solution in place, with
appropriate password policies, these may be configured in the same place.
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Endpoint and infrastructure password profiles
The following settings password policy settings are recommended to enforce a
strong level of protection for endpoints and infrastructure using Hyper-scalable
PAS.
1. To apply these policies, log into the Admin Portal and navigate to Settings
→ Users > Password Profiles → Add.

2. Create new profiles with the following values:
Setting

Recommendation

Minimum password length

12

Maximum password length

32 (or greater)

At least one lower-case alpha character

Checked

At least one upper-case alpha character

Checked

At least one digit

Checked

No consecutive repeated characters

Checked

At least one special character

Checked

Restrict number of character occurrences

Checked (3)

Special characters

!#$%&()*+,-./:;<=>?@[\]^_{|}~

A leading alpha or alphanumeric character Unchecked
A trailing alpha or alphanumeric character

Unchecked

Min number of alpha characters

3

Min number of non-alpha characters

3
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Setting idle user timeout
Users should be timed out and required to re-authenticate after a period of
inactivity exceeding five minutes. This setting can be configured through the
Admin portal by:
1. Navigating to Settings → Users → Idle User Session Timeout.
2. Automatically Logout Idle Users should be checked and a value of 5
entered for the Minutes of inactivity before idle users are logged out
setting.

Reviewing infrastructure security settings
To enforce a strong level of protection for endpoints and infrastructure using
Hyper-scalable PAS the following settings password policy settings are
recommended:
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Setting

Recommendation

Allow multiple password checkouts

Unchecked

Enable periodic password history clean-up at
specified interval

Check and set to 90

Enable periodic password rotation at specified
interval

Check and set to 90

Default account password checkout lifetime

60

Minimum password age

0

SSH Custom Banner

Checked and set according to organizational
security policy

To apply these policies, log into the Admin Portal and navigate to Settings →
Authentication → SecuritySettings.

Windows Server Update Services (WSUS)
Microsoft pushes updates and reboots to your systems. For this reason, it is
strongly recommended you follow the best practice of running a Windows
Server Update Services (WSUS) for your installation cluster. This allows you
control of the updates. Configure as follows:
n

Configure WSUS to only install upon administrator approval.

n

Automatic updates must be disabled.
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n

Deploy new nodes with the latest operating system patches and with the
current deployment package. Then, decommission the nodes in need of an
operating system update.

For more information on WSUS, see Windows Server Update Services (WSUS).
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Installing Hyper-scalable
PAS
As a solution that you manage, the Hyper-scalable PAS replicates the
infrastructure provided by the Privileged Access Service using your own servers.
The installation procedures described in this section install the necessary
software on Windows Servers to configure them for the following:
n

Management node

n

Web node

n

Background node

n

TCP Relay node (for relay)

n

TCP Relay node (for logging)

You may choose from two installation scenarios:
n

Minimum installation suitable for evaluation only

n

Multiple server installation suitable for production
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Minimum installation for evaluation only
An installation wizard is provided to guide you through the evaluation
installation.

Before you install
Before you install the Centrify Hyper-scalable PAS software, ensure you have
the following:
n

A license key

n

(Optional) Host certificate from a trusted certificate authority, issued for the
hostname that you will access Hyper-scalable PAS through. For evaluation
purposes, you can use an automatically generated certificate.
Note: Wildcard certificates can be used.

n

Windows server for your configuration (see Prerequisites)

n

(Optional) Redis server (see Prerequisites).
Note: If you do not already have a Redis installation, the
installation wizard can install one for you. If you want to use
the installation wizard to install a Redis server for you,
ensure you have Docker installed before using the wizard.

n

(Optional) PostgreSQL-compatible database with all required extensions
installed (see Prerequisites for additional details). If you do not have a
suitable database to use, one can be installed for you as part of the
installation process.

n

Data connection information for the following:

n

n

Redis: server hostname, server port (default is 6379), SSL

n

(Optional) Database: user name, password, server hostname, server
port (default is 5432). This is only required if your existing setup uses
a database.

n

Hostname: this is the name of the Installation and must match the
hostname used on the certificate

(Required for some services) Centrify Connector.
Note: Not all services require a Centrify Connector. See the
Privileged Access Service online help and see Installing the
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Centrify Connector to determine if your configuration
requires a connector.

Installation using the wizards
The following is an overview of the steps required to install Centrify Hyperscalable PAS using the installation wizards.
To install the Management node and configuration wizard:
1. Download / copy the Hyper-scalable PAS zip file from Centrify to the
Windows server.
The installation package includes the following software components
n
n
n

CentrifyPlatform-[Build.Number].zip
Centrify_VaultSuiteInstaller-[Build.Number].exe
postgresql-[Build.Number]-windows-x64.exe

2. Unzip the file, open the extracted folder, and launch:
eval-installer > Centrify_VaultSuiteInstaller-[Build.Number].exe
3. Click Next to begin the installation process.
4. Read the terms and conditions. If you accept, select the I accept checkbox
and click Next.
5. Choose the destination folder for your install and click Next.
6. Begin the installation and click Install.
7. Once the installation completes, ensure the Launch Configuration Wizard
box is checked and click Finish. This will automatically open the
configuration wizard.
Launch the configuration wizard:
This wizard will create a new installation of Hyper-scalable PAS, build the
deployment package, and optionally deploy the package.
1. Choose an installation option and click Next.
Note: If Install Centrify connector is selected, the connector
configuration wizard to install the Centrify connector will
appear after the package is deployed.
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2. Choose if you want to create a new PostgreSQL database server or use an
existing one and click Next.
a. If you choose to install a new database, select the Setup package for
your database and choose your installation Destination Folder and
click Next.
b. If you're using an existing database, fill in your PostgreSQL database
information and click Next.
If Use SSL to connect to the database is selected, the SSL database
connection will be verified prior to moving to the next step.
Note: If you enter your password incorrectly, an error will
appear prompting you to check your password before
moving forward.
3. Choose if you want to use an existing Redis server or install a new one
from a Redis Docker container and click Next.
If Use SSL to connect to Redis is selected, the SSL database connection
will be verified prior to moving to the next step.
Note: A Redis container will be enabled if Docker is installed and
dockerhub.com is accessible on the current machine.
4. Enter your Redis information and click Next.
5. Choose the appropriate certificate type. This certificate enables access to
your Hyper-scalable PAS instance.
Note: For evaluations only, you may find it easier to use an autogenerated self-signed certificate.
6. Enter your certificate information and click Next.
7. Enter the installation settings for the new Hyper-scalable PAS instance
and click Next.
8. Enter a custom ID or use the default ID for the deployment package and
click Next.
9. Review the summary information to ensure correctness and click Install.
10. The installation process will install a Management node and create a
deployment package. If you chose to install the components at the
beginning of the wizard, this process will also install those components. In
addition, if you chose to install a Centrify Connector, this process will install
the connector.
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11. Once the wizard completes, if you only want to use the deployment
package, check Open the deployment package location and click Finish.
This will automatically open the folder containing your deployment
package.
Note: Use this package to deploy the following nodes on any machine:
n

Management node

n

Background node

n

Web node

n

TCP Relay node

n

Logging node

n

(Optional) database

n

(Optional) Redis server

n

(Optional) Centrify Connector

If you chose to install Hyper-scalable PAS, the wizard will show you the
installation location along with the Admin Portal URL.
When you click Finish the wizard will:
n

Launch the Admin Portal (if Launch the portal was selected on the
completion screen).

n

Launch the connector configuration wizard (if the connector was installed
as part of the deployment).
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Multiple server installation suitable for production
The scripts provided for installation have embedded help, which you can view
using the Get-Help command; for example, from the script directory type, GetHelp .\Centrify-PAS-NewDeployment.ps1. More detailed help about the
parameters is available using the -detail flag. For example, Get-Help
.\Centrify-PAS-NewDeployment.ps1 -detail. Additional command output,
useful for debugging or watching progress, is available using the -verbose
switch.
Note: All examples in this section, use pas.corpnet.com to refer to the
Hyper-scalable PAS hostname.

Before you install
Before you install the CentrifyHyper-scalable PAS software, ensure you have the
following:
n

A license key

n

Host certificate from a trusted certificate authority issued for the hostname
that you will access Hyper-scalable PAS through.
Note: Wildcard certificates can be used.

n

Windows server for your configuration (see Prerequisites)

n

Redis server (see Prerequisites)

n

Load balancer (see Prerequisites)

n

PostgreSQL-compatible database with all required extensions installed
(see Prerequisites for additional details).

n

Data connection information for the following:

n

n

Redis: server hostname, server port (default is 6379), SSL

n

Database: user name, password, server hostname, server port
(default is 5432).

n

Hostname: this is the name of the Installation and must match the
hostname used on the certificate

Computer designated for the Centrify Connector, if applicable. (Not all
services require a Centrify Connector.) See the Privileged Access Service
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online help and see Installing the Centrify Connector to determine if your
configuration requires a connector.

Installing using the installer PowerShell script
The following is an overview of the steps, organized into phases, required to
install Centrify Hyper-scalable Privileged Access Service. Detailed procedures of
each phase are described in subsequent sections.
Phase 1: Installing the Management node
n

Download / copy the Hyper-scalable PAS zip package from Centrify to the
Windows server you have designated to be the Management node.
You will need the following software components from the zip package:

n

n

install.ps1

n

CentrifyPlatform-[Build.Number].zip

Create the Management node
To create the Management node, open an elevated PowerShell session
and run the install.ps1 script. This expands and installs the
CentrifyPlatform-[Build.Number].zip. Once completed, the necessary
scripts are available on the Management node for installation and
deployment.
The command can receive an optional target parameter, which indicates
where to install the deployment. The default value is C:\centrify.
Change to the target directory (C:\centrify or as specified on the install
command line) for all subsequent Management node commands.

Phase 2: Creating a new Installation
n

Create a new installation using the Centrify-PAS-NewInstallation.ps1
command on the Management node. This will do the following:
n

Creates the configuration file

n

Verifies the configuration inputs

n

Checks for the Redis and database servers

n

Initializes the database

n

Checks for the required database extensions

Phase 3: Creating a Deployment package
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n

Create your deployment package using the Centrify-PASNewDeployment.ps1 command on the Management node.
You can enter a unique Deployment ID using the -ID parameter; otherwise
a GUID is used as the Deployment ID.

Phase 4: Deploying Hyper-scalable PAS software to Web, Background, and
TCP Relay nodes
n

Copy the Deployment Package from the
installations\<hostname>\Deployments subdirectory, to target

systems. Once copied, uncompress the package and run the extracted
Centrify-PAS-Deploy.ps1 command with the node type as the
parameter for each node installation. For example:
.\Centrify-PAS-Deploy.ps1 -BackgroundNode

The command can receive the InstallPath parameter, which indicates
where to install the deployment. The default value is C:\CentrifyNode.
Install the logging node first, if applicable, and then at least one Web node,
Background node and TCP Relay node per site installation.
Phase 5: Activating the Deployment
n

From the Management node, activate the deployment using the CentrifyPAS-SetActiveDeployment.ps1 command.

n

Pass in the Deployment ID that you either set as a parameter or received as
output from the Centrify-PAS-NewDeployment.ps1 script.

n

From the Management node, you can run the command Centrify-PASNodeList before activating the deployment, to verify the installation and to
ensure the nodes are recognized. This should show all of the deployed
nodes with an Inactive status. If you run Centrify-PAS-NodeList again
(after activating your deployment), you should see that the Web and
Background node status is now Active.
Note: The scripts provided for this installation support the PowerShell
switch -verbose which enables you to view additional data about
the command.
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Phase 1: Installing the Management node

To install the Hyper-scalable PAS, the first step you need to perform is to create
the Management node. Download the Centrify Hyper-scalable PAS software
package to the computer designated as the Management node and then run the
Hyper-scalable PAS installer (install.ps1). The software package contains a
directory structure with the following items:
n

Documentation (PDF)

n

CentrifyPlatform-[Build.Number].zip (contains the Hyper-scalable PAS
installation package)

n

install.ps1 (expands and installs the CentrifyPlatform-

[Build.Number].zip file)
To install the Management node
1. On the Management node, log in as a user with administrator rights.
2. Download the Hyper-scalable PAS software package from Centrify onto
the Management node.
3. Open a PowerShell session in elevated (RunAs Administrator) mode.
Note: All PowerShell sessions must be elevated; that is RunAs
Administrator mode.
4. If the installer package is a single zip file, expand it (Expand-Archive in
PowerShell, or your preferred unzipping tool).
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5. At the PowerShell prompt, type .\install.ps1 to set up PowerShell
cmdlets and tooling on the Management node for cluster installation,
management, and deployments.

See the following for additional parameters.
Parameter

Description

[-target
<String>]

Type in the location for the installation (for example, C:\ Centripas; if the
target is not included the default is C:\centrify).

Type Get-help .\install.ps1 -detail to get information on
parameters and switches.
6. Once installed the following scripts are available in the specified target
directory:
n

Centrify-PAS-ForceRemoveNode.ps1

n

Centrify-PAS-GetDeployment.ps1

n

Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation.ps1

n

Centrify-PAS-NewDeployment.ps1

n

Centrify-PAS-NewInstallation.ps1

n

Centrify-PAS-NodeList.ps1

n

Centrify-PAS-SetActiveDeployment.ps1

n

Centrify-PAS-WatchLogs.ps1
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Phase 2: Creating a new Installation

After creating the Management node, use the Centrify-PASNewInstallation.ps1 script, available on the Management node, to create a
new Installation. An Installation is an instance of a cluster (all resources, nodes,
configuration information, that together provide a single cluster), operating with
a single hostname (for example, pas.corpnet.com). The number of systems that
comprise the cluster depends on your environment (for minimum requirements,
see Prerequisites).
Creating a new Installation requires a dedicated database; this is specified in the
configuration or parameters. Each installation must have its own database on a
dedicated PostgreSQL server.
The Centrify-PAS-NewInstallation.ps1 script:
n

Creates a directory to hold the generated installation data (in <Centrify
PAS Directory>\installations).

n

Creates a configuration in a config subdirectory (inside the installations
directory for this Installation). The command parameters are passed as
individual parameters or configured in a prepared file.

n

Verifies the configuration inputs (makes sure the hostname resolves to the
DNS, checks for the database and Redis servers, that the database
credentials work, and that the proper database extensions are installed).

n

Verifies that the database does not have a current installation; if it does,
the installation fails. To override this, either delete the database or use the
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-override switch (note you can not recover your data after using the

override switch).
n

Initializes the database (this will destroy any data in the database).

n

Accepts the installation license key.

To create a new Installation
1. If you are not already logged in to the Management node, log in as a user
with administrator rights.
2. At an elevated PowerShell prompt, run .\Centrify-PASNewInstallation.ps1.
The script options can be provided on the command line. For example:
.\Centrify-PAS-NewInstallation.ps1 -Hostname pas.corpnet.com Certificate C:\corpnet.com.p12 -DBUser centrifyAccount DBPassword secretCode -DBServer postgres.corpnet -RedisServer
cache.corpnet -AdministratorName PASAdmin AdministratorPassword EvenM0reS3cret -AdministratorEmail
pasadmin@corpnet.com -CompanyName Corpnet -LicenseKey 234KL43

Type Get-help .\Centrify-PAS-NewInstallation.ps1 -detail to get
information on the command and parameters or see Centrify-PASNewInstallation.

Note: You can also pass configuration parameters via
config.json file. If you use this method, you need to
populate the config.json file with the required data prior to
running the script, see Configuration file.
If the command is successful, a zip file is created and available in the
installations directory (\Installations\Config\<hostname>.zip) on the
Management node.
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3. Copy the newly-created configuration directory to a safe and secure
location.
Note: The configuration directory contains the generated
certificates and keys for your installation, so it is important
that you do not lose the contents.

Phase 3: Creating a Deployment package

Once an Installation is defined, use the Centrify-PAS-NewDeployment.ps1 to
create a Deployment package (a .zip file) that you can distribute to cluster nodes
(Web nodes, Background nodes, and TCP Relay nodes). The Centrify-PASNewDeployment.ps1 script updates the database schema and creates a
Deployment in a new folder under the
Installations\<hostname>\Deployments directory on the Management node,
with the current date and the Deployment ID (as specified or as a GUID). Inside
that directory is a single file called <Deployment ID>.zip that includes
everything needed to create Web, Background, and TCP Relay nodes, including
the configuration and certificate data.
Note: An Installation must be created (see Phase 2: Creating a new
Installation), prior to running the deployment package script.
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To create a Deployment package
1. If you are not already logged in to the Management node, log in as a user
with administrator rights.
2. Change to the target directory and at the PowerShell prompt, type
Centrify-PAS-NewDeployment.ps1 [-Hostname][[-ID]]. See the
following example:
.\Centrify-PAS-NewDeployment.ps1 -Hostname pas.corpnet.com -ID
NewDeploy1

Type Get-help .\Centrify-PAS-NewDeployment.ps1 -detail to get
information on the command and parameters or see Centrality-PASNewDeployment.

3. Once complete the following file is available in the
...\installations\<hostname>\Deployments\<date-DeploymentID>\

directory:
<deployment_id>.zip
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Phase 4: Deploying Hyper-scalable PAS software
to Web, Background, and TCP Relay nodes

After you complete the steps in previous sections, you copy the Deployment file
(<deployment_id>.zip) from the Management node to each target node (Web,
Background, TCP Relay) and then run Centrify-PAS-Deploy.ps1 to build each
node. The illustration above depicts the deployment process. The deployment
process is the same for each node with the exception of the command node type
parameter.
When deploying (via Centrify-PAS-Deploy.ps1) a new Deployment, in addition
to Web and Background nodes, you can also deploy two types of TCP Relay
nodes: Logging node and the regular Relay node.
Note: Centrify strongly recommends you install the Logging node first (if
applicable), allowing the Web and Background nodes to see and
log in to it.
To install each node:
You need to perform these procedures for each node (Web, Background,
TCP Relay, and Logging node) in the Installation.
1. Copy the deployment file, <deployment_id>.zip, from the Management
node to the target node (the Windows servers designated as a Web,
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Background, TCP Relay, or Logging nodes).
The <deployment_id>.zip file is created when you create the deployment
package, (see To create a Deployment package) and is located in the
\installations\<hostname>\Deployments\<date-DeploymentID>\

directory.
2. On the target node, unzip the <deployment id>.zip file using the
Expand-Archive commandlet or your preferred utility.
3. On the target node, run the Centrify-PAS-Deploy.ps1 script with the
appropriate parameter for the desired node type (see Centrify-PAS-Deploy
for a list of parameters).
Centrify strongly recommends you install the Logging node first (if
applicable), to allow the Web and Background nodes to see and log in to it.
The command can receive the InstallPath parameter, which indicates
where to install the deployment. The default value is C:\CentrifyNode.
For example, to create a Background node you enter:
.\Centrify-PAS-Deploy.ps1 -BackgroundNode

Type Get-help .\Centrify-PAS-Deploy.ps1 -detail to get information
on the command and parameters or see Centrify-PAS-Deploy.
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Phase 5: Activating the Deployment
There are two steps to activating a new Deployment. From the Management
node:
n

Ensure that the load balancer can send traffic to the Web nodes.
Note that Web nodes fail the health check until they are set to active.

n

Activate new nodes (Web and Background) by switching to the new
Deployment ID.

When the Web node deployment is completed, add the new Web nodes to the
target list of your load balancer. The health check URI is /health/check. Verify
that the hostname resolves to the load balancer on your DNS, and then you are
ready to activate the deployment so that it can service requests.
Note: The Background nodes should have the same Deployment ID, but
the load balancer only points at Web nodes.
When creating a new deployment, a new Deployment ID is created or assigned.
Once the deployment is created, new nodes can be created, but those nodes
won't respond to traffic until the load balancer points to the new Web nodes,
and the new Deployment is set to Active. To activate inactive nodes, you run the
.\Centrify-PAS-SetActiveDeployment.ps1 script from the Management
node, specifying the desired Deployment ID.
At this point, any nodes in a previous Deployment ID are inactive and show as
unhealthy or down in your load balancer, while the new nodes with matching
Deployment IDs are active and show as healthy or up. Depending on the load
balancer settings there may be a delay.
Note: Hyper-scalable PAS does not support deactivating and then
reactivating a deployment directly. Whenever a node is
deactivated via Centrify-PAS-SetActiveDeployment, it must be
rebooted before reactivating it.
To activate the deployment
1. From the Management node, type the following to set the Deployment to
active:
Centrify-PAS-SetActiveDeployment.ps1 [-Hostname] <String> [ID] <String>
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Type Get-help .\Centrify-PAS-SetActiveDeployment.ps1 -detail to
get information on the command and parameters or see Centrify-PASSetActiveDeployment.
2. Once the installation is complete, you can start using the Privileged Access
Service.
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Configuration file
During installation and deployment of Hyper-scalable PAS, you populate a
configuration file with installation details using a JSON formatted file
(config.json). The Centrify-PAS-NewInstallation.ps1 (see Phase 2:
Creating a new Installation) requires this information during installation.
To automate the process, you can add the information to config.json file
yourself. Using this method, you enter the data directly into the config.json file
prior to running the Centrify-PAS-NewInstallation.ps1 script. The file is
stored in the installations\Config\hostname subdirectory. Ensure you back
up the configuration directory to a safe and secure location, as this has the
generated certificates and keys for your installation.
The following is an example of using the config.json to pass parameters in the
Centrify-PAS-NewInstallation.ps1 script.

You must provide the following information for the config.json file:
n

Redis: server hostname, server port (default is 6379)

n

Database: user name, password, server hostname, server port (default is
5432)

n

Hostname: this is the name of the installation and must match the
hostname used on the certificate
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Sample config.json file
Contents of config.json file:

Description

{
"Redis": {
"ServerHost": "myredis",

ServerHost: Enter hostname or an IP
address.

"ServerPort": "6379",
"UseSSL": "False"
},
"Database": {
"UserName": "dbuser",
"Password": "secretPassword",

UserName: Often defaults to
postgres.

"ServerHost": "postgres.mycorp.net",
"ServerPort": "5432"
},

ServerHost: Name or IP Address of
server.

"Hostname": "pas.corpnet.com",
"Administrator": {
"UserName": "admin",

"Password": "tellNobody",
"Email": "admin@corpnet.com",
},
}
}

Hostname: Must match the host
certificate or be in its wildcard.
UserName: Enter an administrator
login name. It should not match an
Active Domain account user name.
Password: Password for the Centrify
admin account.
Email: Enter the email account
information for the admin account.

To update Log locations using config.json:
Note: Default log locations are already set, therefore you only need
change the config.json if you want to change the default log
locations.
n

Prior to running Create-Pas-NewDeployment, update the logging section.
For example:
"Logging": {
"CloudFolder":"C:\\CentrifyLogs\\Cloud",
"LintFolder":"C:\\CentrifyLogs\\Lint",
"AnalyticsFolder":"C:\\CentrifyLogs\\Analytics",
"RelayFolder":"C:\\CentrifyLogs\\Relay"
}
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Hyper-scalable PAS sizing guidelines
The Centrify Hyper-scalable PAS platform has many features and use-cases.
This page provides a baseline guide to use as a starting point.
Note: Larger or smaller setups can be extrapolated from this guide.
The following key use-cases have been tested and observed.
Note: Testing is an ongoing process and specifications may need to be
adjusted on a case-by-case basis.
Use case

Description
n

Back-channel traffic impact on TCPRelay, web, and background
nodes

n

Password management / reconciliation traffic

n

RDP web and native session traffic

n

SSH web and native session traffic

n

Password management / reconciliation traffic

Cloud Agent

PAS

On-premise example
Below is a configuration for an on-premise Hyper-scalable PAS using VMware
vSphere consisting of the following machines:
Name
2x Connector node 4 core

Specifications

Server

16GB RAM

Windows Server 2016

2x TCPRelay nodes 4 core 16GB RAM

Windows Server 2016

2x Worker nodes 4 core

16GB RAM

Windows Server 2016

3x Web nodes 4 core

16GB RAM

Windows Server 2016

Logger node 2 core

16GB RAM

Windows Server 2016

Management node 2 core

8GB RAM

Windows Server 2016

Postgres DB 8 core

32GB RAM

Centos 7, Postgres 10.14 single node

Redis cache 8 core

32GB RAM

Centos 7, Redis 6.0.8-1 single node
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Capabilities
This configuration is capable of the following concurrent sessions:
n

50 (medium traffic) RDP web sessions
Note: Traffic was simulated by running the task manager which
generates RDP traffic via periodic screen updates.

n

350 (low-medium traffic) SSH sessions
Note: Traffic was simulated by running top, which generates SSH
traffic via periodical screen updates.

n

1000 - 1500 Centrify Cloud Agents (depending on activity)
Note: Traffic was simulated using an internal tool.

When using this example as a basis, keep in mind:
n

All of these numbers can be serviced via a single connector but we
recommend having more than one for redundancy.

n

(Optional) Connectors may be configured to provide only specific services
to isolate traffic / load.

n

(Optional)TCPRelays may also be configured to provide a dedicated
BackChannel communications for Centrify Cloud Agent.
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n

n

This example does not generate any consequential load on:
n

Postgres database

n

Redis load. Latency was measured to be:
n

Minimum: 0 ms

n

Maximum: 1 ms (spiked up to 2-3 ms during agent enroll)

n

Average: .05 ms

Resource impact. See Load impact section below for use-case specifics.

Load impact
The primary load on a Hyper-scalable PAS system is on the web nodes and
primarily affects the CPU and RAM resources. This is due to external
communications which require the web nodes, such as:
n

Web browser UI

n

REST

n

Agents

n

Data requiring backend (worker node)

The second critical component are the connectors. All web and direct session
access without the Portal is directed through the connector machine. This load is
primarily seen as total network traffic throughput and the number of
concurrently open network sockets.
Note: The TCPRelay load is seen as total network traffic throughput and
the number of concurrently open network sockets. The CPU and
RAM utilization will be very low.
There is no significant load on Postgres or Redis.

Comparable environments
Below is a comparable Amazon EC2 instance: Other machine requirements can
be extrapolated from these baselines.
Name

AWS EC2
instance

vSphere

Management
node

t2.large

2 core 8 GB RAM

Logger node

t3.xlarge

4 core 16 GB RAM
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Name

AWS EC2
instance

vSphere

Postgres

db.r4.2xlarge

8 core 32 GB RAM

Redis

cache.r4.large

No direct comparison but you can use the Postgres
instance as a baseline.

TCPRelay
nodes

t3.xlarge

4 core 16 GB RAM

Web nodes

t3.xlarge

4 core 16 GB RAM

Worker nodes

t3.xlarge

4 core 16 GB RAM

Connector
nodes

t3.xlarge

4 core 16 GB RAM

Note: The information in a sample setup only. You may require sizing
adjustments based on your specific setup.

Cloud Agent
Centrify Cloud Agent generates a negligible load on Hyper-scalable PAS from
login and MFA operations. The Cloud Agent has a back-channel communication
path with Hyper-scalable PAS that enables Centrify to provide features such as:
n

Agent-assisted account reconciliation

n

Workflow

n

On demand provisioning

n

HealthCheck
Note: This back-channel does not require customers to open additional
ports. It provides a mechanism for various Platform components
to invoke remote functionality on the Centrify Clients.

The Centrify Cloud Agent will register itself via the back-channel by default
during the enrollment process or agent start-up.
Note: The default settings are configurable.
Once the Centrify Cloud agent registration is complete, back-channel traffic may
be generated for the following reasons:
n

Periodic HealthCheck (configurable) every hour per agent

n

cinfo -H will perform a HealthCheck
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n

Feature management capability

n

Password reconciliation capability

On shutdown, the Centrify Cloud Agent unregisters itself from the back-channel.
These operations do not inherently constitute a large amount of traffic or load.
However, when multiplied by a large number of enrolled Centrify Cloud Agents,
this can present occasional spikes in the back-channel traffic, which can affect
performance.
For example, the following may create a large spike in BackChannel registration
traffic:
n

An automated / orchestrated provisioning of a large number of machine
instances within a short period of time

n

Auto-enrolling Centrify Cloud Agents.
Note: TCPRelays can be configured to be dedicated for Centrify Cloud
Agent use only.

Privileged Access Service
RDP and SSH access via a web browser is a key feature of Hyper-scalable PAS.
This system was able to support:
n

50 RDP web sessions

n

350+ SSH web sessions
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Hyper-scalable PAS
command reference
The scripts / commands described in this section are used to install and manage
the Hyper-scalable PAS. These commands are available once you download the
Hyper-scalable PAS software package to the computer designated to be the
Management node. Once the software package is downloaded, you run the
Hyper-scalable PAS installer (install.ps1) to install the software package
which contains a directory structure with the following items:
n

Centrify-PAS-Deploy

n

Centrify-PAS-ForceRemoveNode

n

Centrify-PAS-GetDeployment

n

Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation

n

Centrality-PAS-NewDeployment

n

Centrify-PAS-NewInstallation

n

Centrify-PAS-NodeList

n

Centrify-PAS-SetActiveDeployment

n

Centrify-PAS-WatchLogs

All PowerShell sessions must be elevated; that is RunAs Administrator mode.

Centrify-PAS-Deploy
Once the Deployment file (<deployment_id>.zip) is copied from the
Management node to a target node (Web, Background, TCP Relay) and
unzipped (e.g., using Expand-Archive), running Centrify-PAS-Deploy.ps1
installs and creates the node. The deployment process is the same for each node
with the exception of the command node type parameter.
In addition to Web and Background nodes, you can also deploy two types of
TCP Relay nodes: Logging node and the regular Relay node.
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Usage:
.\Centrify-PAS-Deploy.ps1 [-BackgroundNode] [-RemoveNode] [Report] [-ID] <String> [-URI] <String>

Example:
.\Centrify-PAS-Deploy.ps1 -BackgroundNode -ID PrimaryBackground

Command parameters:
Parameter

Description

[-WebNode]

Enter the node type where you are deploying the software. String
variance depends on node type.

[BackgroundNode]
[-RelayNode]

[-LoggingNode]
[-RemoveNode]

Remove this node from the cluster. (Decommission.)

[-Report]

Provides data for the installed node.

[-ID] <String>

(Optional ID) Enter a unique instance ID to act as a node identifier. If you
do not enter a value, a GUID is created. The ID must be unique across the
installation, but is not verified at deployment, so only use this parameter
if you're certain it is unique.

[-URI] <String>

(TCP Relay or Logging nodes only) Hostname or IP Address that can
reach the TCP Relay or Logging Service. If not provided, the internal
network address is used.

Centrify-PAS-ForceRemoveNode
Use Centrify-PAS-ForceRemoveNode.ps1 to remove an unused or
malfunctioning node from the Hyper-scalable PAS installation. This does not
decommission the node on the server. Generally, you should run the CentrifyPAS-Deploy -RemoveNode command on the node to be removed.
Usage:
.\Centrify-PAS-ForceRemoveNode.ps1 [-Hostname] <String> [-Node]
<String>

Example:
.\Centrify-PAS-ForceRemoveNode -Hostname pas.corpnet.com -Node
PrimaryBackgroundNode

Command parameters:
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Parameter

Description

[-Hostname]
<String>

Enter the hostname you use to define the Installation (for example,
pas.corpnet.com). This also serves as the configuration name in the
Installations\Config directory. The Hostname defines the Installation.

[-Node] <String>

Enter the name of the node you want to remove (for example.
WebNode, BackgroundNode, RelayNode, or LoggingNode)

Centrify-PAS-GetDeployment
Use the Centrify-PAS-GetDeployment.ps1 command to see if a deployment is
active. Running this command from the Management node retrieves the
currently-active Deployment ID for all the nodes associated with the installation.
Usage:
.\Centrify-PAS-GetDeployment.ps1 [-ListDeployments]

Command parameters:
Parameter

Description

[-ListDeployments]

Enter the Deployment ID to get a list of nodes associated with
the installation.

Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation
Use the Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation.ps1 command to modify an
existing Hyper-scalable PAS Installation. You can change significant elements of
the installation, such as:
n

Changing the Postgres database or database credentials

n

Changing the Redis (cache) server

n

Rotating the TCP Relay node certificates

n

Changing the host certificate

In order to implement the changes, you must create and deploy a new
deployment to Web and Background nodes.
Usage:
.\Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation.ps1 [[-Hostname] <String>] [[NewHostname] <String>] [[-Certificate] <String>] [[CertificatePassword] <String>] [[-DBUser] <String>] [[-DBPassword]
<String>] [[-DBServer] <String>] [[-DBPort] <String>] [[-
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DBDatabase] <String>] [[-RedisServer] <String>] [[-RedisPort]
<String>] [[-RedisPassword] <String>] [-DBSSL] [-DBTrustServerSSL]
[-NewRelayCertificate] [-NewLoggingRelayCertificate] [-DBNoPLV8]
[-RedisSSL] [<CommonParameters>]

Note: The RedisTrustServerSSL parameter is not supported in Web
RDP/SSH.
Example:
.\Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation.ps1 -Hostname pas.corpnet.com Certificate c:\_corpnet.p12

Command Parameters:
Parameter

Description

[-Hostname] <String>

Enter the hostname you use to define the
Installation (for example, pas.corpnet.com).
This also serves as the configuration name in
the Installations\Config directory.
The Hostname defines the Installation.

[-NewHostname] <String>

(Optional) Replacement hostname for the
installation. If set, the installation files will be
moved to a new matching directory, and the
previous Installation will be marked
"Deprecated".
Note: Use this with caution.

[-Certificate] <String>

Enter the source location for the new certificate,
if not specified in the configuration file. Make
sure that the certificate used is from a trusted
certificate authority, is PKCS #12 SSL in either
.pfx (Personal Information Exchange) or .p12
format (successor format to .pfx), and the
hostname is supported by the certificate.
Hyper-scalable PAS does not generate selfsigned certs.

[-CertificatePassword] <String>]

(Optional) Passphrase for the supplied certificate.
If provided, the passphrase used to extract the
plain text certificate, which is stored in the
configuration.

[-DBUser] <String>

Type the user name used to log in to the
database, if not specified in the configuration file.

[-DBPassword] <String>

Type the password credential used to log in to the
PostgreSQL database, if not specified in
configuration file.
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[-DBServer] <String>

Enter the server hostname (URI) for PostgreSQL, if
not specified in configuration file.

[-DBPort] <String>

Enter the PostgreSQL server port, typically 5432,
if not specified in configuration file.

[-DBDatabase] <String>

Enter the PostgreSQL database name to use
when verifying access, if not specified in
configuration file.

[-RedisServer] <String>

Enter the Redis server hostname (URI), if not
specified in configuration file.

[-RedisPort] <String>

Enter the Redis server port, typically 6379, if
not specified in configuration file.

[-RedisPassword] <String>

Enter the Redis access key if required.

[-DBSSL] <SwitchParameter>

Specifies to use SSL to communicate to the
database.

[-DBTrustServerSSL] <SwitchParameter>

Tells the client to accept the server without
verifying the certificate chain. See SSL
information in the Prerequisites section for more
detail.

[-NewRelayCertificate]
<SwitchParameter>

Use this parameter to generate and configure a
new security certificate for the TCP Relay node.
Note: This is only necessary when your
certificates have been
compromised.

Once you run this command, any previous TCP
Relay nodes will stop working, since their
security parameters do not match. You must
create a new deployment and deploy new TCP
Relay nodes.
[NewLoggingRelayCertificate]
<SwitchParameter>

Use this parameter to generate and configure a
new security certificate for the TCP Relay Logging
node. This is only necessary when your
certificates have been compromised.
Once you run this command , logging to the TCP
Relay Logging node stops working as the security
parameters do not match. You must create a new
deployment and deploy a new TCP Relay Logging
node, then restart Web and Background nodes.

[-DBNoPLV8] <SwitchParameter>

Required if this switch was previously used, to
bypass checking the database for PLV8.

[-RedisSSL]

Specifies that SSL (TLS 1.2 or 1.3) is to be used
with Redis.
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<CommonParameters>

This cmdlet supports the common parameters:
Verbose, Debug,ErrorAction, ErrorVariable,
WarningAction, WarningVariable, OutBuffer,
PipelineVariable, and OutVariable.
For more information, see about_
CommonParameters.

[-RedisTrustServerSSL]

This parameter is not supported in Web
RDP/SSH.

Centrality-PAS-NewDeployment
The Centrify-PAS-NewDeployment.ps1 creates a Deployment package (a .zip
file) that you can distribute to cluster node machines (Web nodes, Background
nodes, and TCP Relay nodes). The Centrify-PAS-NewDeployment.ps1 script
updates the database schema and creates a Deployment in a new folder under
the Installations\<hostname>\Deployments directory on the Management
node, with the current date and the Deployment ID (as specified or as a GUID).
Usage:
.\Centrify-PAS-NewDeployment.ps1 [-Hostname] <String> [-ID]
<String>

Example:
.\Centrify-PAS-NewDeployment.ps1 -Hostname pas.corpnet.com
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Command parameters:
Parameter

Description

[-Hostname]
<String>

Enter the hostname you use to define the Installation (for example,
pas.corpnet.com). This also serves as the configuration name in the
Installations\Config directory. The Hostname defines the Installation.

[-ID] <String>

(Optional) Enter a unique ID (such as First, Second, Third) to set the
new Deployment ID. The Deployment ID acts as the Installation version
to identify the Deployment and to determine which nodes are active
and inactive. You can see it when you issue the NodeList command. If
you do not provide an ID, a GUID is created and used to identify the
Installation version. Only alpha-numeric characters are allowed.

Centrify-PAS-NewInstallation
The first step in creating a new installation is to run the Centrify-PASNewInstallation.ps1 command on the Management node. This creates the
configuration file, verifies the configuration inputs, checks for the Redis and
database servers, initializes the database, and checks for the required database
extensions.
You can also pass configuration parameters via config.json file. If you use this
method, you need to populate the config.json file with the required data prior
to running the script, see Hyper-scalable PAS command reference.
Note: Do not re-run Centrify-PAS-NewInstallation.ps1 on a
configuration with active data, as it will reformat the database
and destroy the data. Use Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation
instead.
Usage:
.\Centrify-PAS-NewInstallation.ps1 [-Hostname] <String> [Certificate] <String> [-DBUser] <String>
[-DBPassword] <String> [-DBServer] <String> [-RedisServer]
<String> [-AdministratorName] <String>
[-AdministratorPassword] <String> [-AdministratorEmail] <String>
[-CompanyName] <String>

Example:
.\Centrify-PAS-NewInstallation.ps1 -Hostname pas.corpnet.com Certificate C:\corpnet.com.p12 -DBUser centrifyAccount -DBPassword
secretCode -DBServer postgres.corpnet -RedisServer cache.corpnet AdministratorName PASAdmin -AdministratorPassword EvenM0reS3cret -
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AdministratorEmail pasadmin@corpnet.com -CompanyName Corpnet LicenseKey 234KL43

Command parameters:
Parameter

Description

[-Hostname] <String>

Enter the hostname you use to define the Installation
(for example, pas.corpnet.com). This also serves as
the configuration name in the Installations\Config
directory.
The Hostname defines the Installation.

[-Conf] <String>

Enter the source location for the configuration file
(config.json) to copy values from. This is updated and
stored in the installations\Config\hostname
subdirectory, for use by Centrify-PASNewDeployment.ps1.

[-Certificate] <String>

Enter the source location for the certificate. Make
sure that the certificate used is from a trusted
certificate authority, is PKCS #12 SSL in either .pfx
(Personal Information Exchange) or .p12 format
(successor format to .pfx), and the hostname is
supported by the certificate. Hyper-scalable PAS
does not generate self-signed certs.

[-DBDatabase] <String>

Enter the PostgreSQL database name to use when
verifying access, if not specified in configuration file.

[-DBServer] <String>

Enter the server hostname (URI) for PostgreSQL, if not
specified in configuration file.

[-DBPort] <String>

Enter the PostgreSQL server port, typically 5432, if not
specified in configuration file.

[-DBUser] <String>

Type the user name used to log in to the database, if
not specified in the configuration file.

[-DBPassword] <String>

Type the password credential used to log in to the
PostgreSQL database, if not specified in configuration
file.

[-DBSSL]

Specifies to use SSL to communicate to the database.

[-DBTrustServerSSL]

Tells the client to accept the server without verifying the
certificate chain. See SSL information in the
Prerequisites section for more detail.

[-RedisServer] <String>

Enter the Redis server hostname (URI), if not specified in
configuration file.

[-RedisPort] <String>

Enter the Redis server port, typically 6379, if not
specified in configuration file.

[-RedisPassword] <String>

Enter the Redis access key if required.

[-RedisSSL]

Specifies that SSL (TLS 1.2 or 1.3) is to be used with
Redis.
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[-AdministratorName] <String>

Enter the name for initial administrative account, if
not specified in configuration file.

[-AdministratorPassword]
<String>

Enter the password for initial administrative account,
if not specified in the configuration file.

[-AdministratorEmail] <String>

Enter the email address for initial administrative
account, if not specified in the configuration file.

[-CompanyName] <String>

Enter the company name exactly as it appears in the
license key data.

[-LicenseKey] <String>

Enter the license key for this installation. The license
key is provided by Centrify.

Centrify-PAS-NodeList
This command provides a lists of all nodes (Web, Background, and Relay)
associated with the Hyper-scalable PAS installation and their status. The
following status information is available:
n

Active: a status of Active indicates that the node is part of the current
deployment.

n

Inactive: a status of Inactive indicates that the node is registered with a
different Deployment ID than the current active one.

n

Online: indicates a node is running and connected to the database.

n

Offline: indicates a node that is not running or not able to connect to the
database.
Note: Even though TCP Relay nodes have an associated Deployment ID,
they are not tied to a Deployment. For a TCP Relay node, the
Deployment ID is considered to be the version rather than a
grouping, as they don't parse or handle data structures.

Usage:
.\Centrify-Pas-NodeList.ps1 [-Hostname] <String>] [-Detailed] [Relays] [-DiagnosticRelays]

Example:
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Command parameters:
Parameter

Description

[-Hostname] <String>

Enter the hostname used for the deployment you want to
access. This command impacts all hostnames (of which
there should really be just one), but allows for
partitioning of the configurations.

[-Detailed] <SwitchParameter>]

List out the system info (CPU, Disk, etc.) for each node at
the time of Deployment. Does not apply to TCP Relay
nodes or Relay Logging nodes.

[-Relays] <SwitchParameter>

Displays active TCP Relay data.

[-DiagnosticRelays]
<SwitchParameter>

Displays active Logging data.

Centrify-PAS-SetActiveDeployment
Use the Centrify-PAS-SetActiveDeployment.ps1 command to switch to the
new Deployment ID and activate new nodes (Web and Background). The
Deployment ID is created or assigned when creating a new deployment. Once
the deployment is created, new nodes can be created, but those nodes won't
respond to traffic until the load balancer points to the new Web nodes, and the
new Deployment is set to Active. To activate inactive nodes, you run the
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.\Centrify-PAS-SetActiveDeployment.ps1 script from the Management

node, specifying the desired Deployment ID.
Any nodes in a previous Deployment ID are inactive and show as unhealthy or
down in your load balancer, while the new nodes with matching Deployment IDs
are active and show as healthy or up. Depending on the load balancer settings
there may be a delay.
Usage:
.\Centrify-PAS-SetActiveDeployment.ps1 [-Hostname] <String> [-ID]
<String>

Example:
.\Centrify-PAS-SetActiveDeployment -Hostname pas.corpnet.com -ID
Aug21Deploy

Command parameters:
Parameter

Description

[-Hostname] <String> Enter the hostname used for this deployment. This command impacts

all hostnames (of which there should really be just one), but allows
for partitioning of the configurations.
[-ID] <String>

Enter the Deployment ID or GUID to activate the deployment.

Centrify-PAS-WatchLogs
Use the Centrify-PAS-WatchLogs.ps1 command to watch or capture logs from
the Web, Background, and Relay nodes. The command Centrify-PasWatchLogs.ps1 does not work without a dedicated logging node.
Usage:
.\Centrify-Pas-WatchLogs.ps1 [-Hostname] <String>]

Example:
.\Centrify-Pas-WatchLogs.ps1 -Hostname pas.corpnet.com

Command parameters:
Parameter

Description

[-Hostname]
<String>

Enter the hostname you use to define the Installation (for example,
pas.corpnet.com).
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Installing the Centrify
Connector
To install the Centrify Connector for a Hyper-scalable PAS instance, refer to the
documentation for installing a connector but with the following stipulations:
Note: Before you install the Centrify Connector, you must first install the
TCP Relay node. For information on how to install the TCP Relay
node, see Installing Hyper-scalable PAS.
1. Download the Centrify Connector installer:
a. Log in to the host computer with an account that has sufficient
Centrify Connector permissions to install the connector.
b. Open the Admin Portal.
c. In the navigation pane, click Downloads and search for "Centrify
Connector" or scroll down to see the connector file.
d. Next to the Centrify Connector file, click Download to download a zip
file.
e. Extract the zip file and then run the installer program CentrifyConnector-Installer-<version>.exe.
2. Run the downloaded package, which launches the Connector
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Configuration Wizard.
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Scaling and high
availability
Hyper-scalable PAS resources are easily scaled up to provide more processing
capability while also providing a highly available environment. As the volume of
processing expands, adding additional Web and Background nodes distribute
the workload, allowing traffic to be spread out over multiple nodes. Additionally,
in the event of a system failure on one of the nodes, the additional nodes in the
configuration are available to provide uninterrupted service as the failed node is
replaced.
See the following for tips on how to ensure that your data is always available
and that your environment can withstand system failures while optimizing
system performance:
n

Scaling your environment to balance workload
As the load on your Hyper-scalable PAS installation increases, you may
notice slower authentication and Admin Portal responses, or that the time
to generate reports and synchronization has increased.
To handle incoming authentication requests and slower Admin Portal
responses, you can add more Web nodes to your Installation. To add
additional systems, see the following procedures:
n

Phase 3: Creating a Deployment package

n

Phase 4: Deploying Hyper-scalable PAS software to Web,
Background, and TCP Relay nodes

n

Phase 5: Activating the Deployment

You can use ASP.Net Performance Counters to monitor performance of:
n

Current connections

n

Requests in application queue

n

Processor – % processor time

n

Memory – available Mbytes
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See https://stackify.com/asp-net-performance-counters/ for information on
using ASP.Net.
To evaluate Background node load, look for a line such as the following:
2020-04-12 18:34:38,955 [DevInstanceDevInstance|1d65a33bcaba4f4db97b2e1bfd5038a3|275|(null)|
(null)|566070|INFO |(null)] JobMonitor:
CloudFire Metrics: 0 jobs in Queue, plus 1 jobs running.
Average Queue Time: 0; Longest: 0
Longest Running Job: 203997 for Job ID: ABC0123:f729408a-fa46f373-0c00-2a94a51e6f29, Tenant: ABC0123

In general, you should expect very few jobs to be queued as jobs should be
in the running state quickly. If jobs are queued but no jobs are running,
you may need to restart the Background nodes. If jobs are running and yet
there are multiple queued jobs, adding another Background node allows
more jobs to run simultaneously, clearing out the queue.
n

Provide uninterrupted service in the event of system failure (high
availability)
Use the Centrify-PAS-WatchLogs command to monitor your environment
and watch or capture logs from the Web, and Background nodes. If you
detect an error in one of the Web or Background nodes, and your
configuration contains more than one Web or Background node, you can
easily replace the faulty system without interrupting the service. To avoid a
single point of failure in your Hyper-scalable PAS solution, be sure that the
other components, such as cache, database, Centrify Connector, load
balancer are also scaled up.
Note that node monitoring is dependent on your organizations chosen
software. For information on replacing a faulty system and disaster
recovery, see the following sections:
n

Backup and disaster recovery

n

Changing to a new Redis (cache) server

n

Changing to a new database server or updating database connection
properties
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Updating Hyper-scalable
PAS software
This section describes how to update the Hyper-scalable PAS release to a new
version of the software, where the Centrify Privileged Access Service is already
installed and running. In order to prevent downtime while updating the software,
you create new nodes and deploy the new software to those nodes. Once the
new nodes are deployed, you then add the new Web nodes to the load balancer,
and change to the new deployment, setting the new nodes to active.
For example, if your configuration includes three Web nodes, two Background
nodes, and two TCP Relay node deployed as Deployment A, you would deploy
three new Web nodes, two new Background nodes, and two TCP Relay node as
Deployment B. Once the new nodes are deployed, you add the Deployment B
Web nodes to the load balancer (listener target) server group, which now
includes six Web nodes. Since Deployment B is not active yet, no traffic is sent to
the Deployment B Web nodes. Once Deployment B is set to active, traffic into
the load balancer is sent to the Deployment B Web nodes and the nodes in
Deployment A become inactive.
Updating Hyper-scalable PAS involves the following main tasks:
n

Download the updated Hyper-scalable PAS software package, see Phase
1: Installing the Management node.

n

Update the database schema and create an updated Deployment on the
Management node, see Phase 3: Creating a Deployment package.

n

Copy the new deployment file to new Windows Server to create new
nodes, see Phase 4: Deploying Hyper-scalable PAS software to Web,
Background, and TCP Relay nodes.

n

Add the new Web nodes to the load balancer and activate the deployment,
see Phase 5: Activating the Deployment.

n

After the load balancer shows the new nodes as healthy and distributing
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traffic, remove the nodes from the previous deployment. You can then tear
down or reformat the nodes from the previous deployment.
To update Hyper-scalable PAS on the Web, Background, and TCP Relay nodes
The following step-by-step instructions are provided to augment the update
overview provided above.
1. On the Management node, log in as an user with administrator rights.
2. See Phase 1: Installing the Management node to download and unzip the
updated Hyper-scalable PAS software package from Centrify onto the
Management node.
Note: Do not run Centrify-PAS-NewInstallation.ps1 on an existing
installation; doing so destroys all of the current data. After
creating an initial Installation, the Installation is updated
using the Centrify-PAS-NewDeploy.ps1; not using CentrifyPAS-NewInstallation.ps1 again.
3. See Phase 3: Creating a Deployment package to create an updated
<deployment_id>.zip file in the
...\installations\<hostname>\Deployments\<date-DeploymentID>\

directory.
4. See Phase 4: Deploying Hyper-scalable PAS software to Web,
Background, and TCP Relay nodes to copy the updated deployment file,
<deployment_id>.zip, from the Management node to the new target
nodes.
5. See Phase 5: Activating the Deployment to add the Web nodes to the
target list of your load balancer and set nodes to active.
6. From the nodes you want to remove, type Centrify-PAS-DeployRemoveNode command.
You can then tear down or reformat the nodes from the previous
deployment.
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Configuring a web server
certificate for PAS
To create a web server certificate for your Centrify PAS environment, perform
the following steps:
1. Create a web server certificate template with an exportable private key.
2. Generate a wildcard certificate for your web servers (*.domain.com).
3. Export the certificate plus the private key into a file.

To create a web server certificate template with an
exportable private key
To create a web server certificate template to allow exporting for private keys,
perform the following steps:
1. In your domain’s Certification Authority (CA), open the Certification
Authority program and expand the CA.
2. Right-click Certificate Templates and select Manage. This opens the
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Certificate Templates console.

3. Scroll down and right click the Web Server template and select Duplicate
Template This opens the new certificate template window.
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4. Navigate to the Compatibility Settings tab:
a. For the Certification Authority field, select Windows Server 2012 R2
or higher.
b. For the Certificate Recipient fields, select Windows 8.1/ Windows
Server 2012 R2 or higher.

5. Navigate to the General tab > Template display name and set it to “Web
Server with Exportable Key” (no quotes).
6. Navigate to the Request Handling tab and check the checkbox “Allow the
private key to be exported.”
7. Navigate to the Security tab. Here, authenticated users are highlighted. In
the lower pane, check the boxes for Enroll and AutoEnroll.
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8. Click OK. This will save this new Certificate Template and close the
Certificate Templates Window.
9. Back in the Certification Authority console, right click Certificate
Templates > New > Certificate Templates to Issue. This opens the Enable
Certificate Templates window.
10. Scroll down to Web Server with Exportable Key and click OK. The
modified template is now ready for use through group policy.
11. Close the Certification Authority console.

To generate a web server certificate for the Centrify
Privileged Access Service installation
1. In the server where you’re going to install Centrify Privileged Access
Service, open the mmc.exe program.
2. In the MMC program, navigate to File > Add/Remove Snap-ins add the
Certificates (Computer) snap-in and click Add.

3. For Certificates snap-in, choose Computer account and click Next.
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4. For the Select computer screen, keep all default and click Finish and then
click OK.
5. Navigate back to the console, and under Console Root, right-click Personal
> All Tasks > Request New Certificate. Click Next on the Certificate
Enrollment screen. On the Select Certificate Enrollment Policy screen,
ensure you have Active Directory Enrollment Policy and click Next.
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6. For Request Certificate, click the checkbox for Web Server with
Exportable Key and click the hyperlink directly beneath the selection
entitled More information is required to enroll for this certificate. Click
here to configure settings.

7. Navigate to Subject, for Subject name, choose Common name. For Value
enter the name of the server where you’re going to install Centrify PAS and
click Add.
Note: If you are installing Hyper-scalable PAS across multiple
servers, provide the FQDN of your PAS installation(example:
vault.mydomain.com).
For Alternative name, choose DNS and then there are two options:
n

Enter *.<your-domain.com> if your web server names will be
changing with each upgrade. You will use this option if you are
creating new web server machines with each upgrade.

n

Enter the FQDN list of each web server in your cluster if you have a
fixed set of web servers that will remain the same after each upgrade.
This upgrade process would involve uninstalling the current version
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on each web server, installing the upgraded package, and keeping
the same machine.
8. Click OK and then Enroll. You should see success.
9. In the Certificates snap-in, navigate to Personal > Certificates and doubleclick the generated certificate. Navigate to the Details tab, and verify that
the algorithm is SHA256 (if you followed the steps in the section above).
Scroll down to Subject Alternative name, and verify that the DNS name is
*.<your-domain.com>.

Keep the Certificates snap-in open for the export process.

To export the certificate with the private key
1. Under Personal > Certificates, right click the Centrify (or the name of the
server) Certificate and select Export.
2. On the welcome page click Next.
3. On the Export Private Key screen, select Yes, export the private key and
click Next.
4. For Export File Format, keep default (Personal Information Exchange PKCS # 12 (.PFX)) and click Next.
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5. For the Security screen, click the checkbox Group or user names
(recommended).
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Click Add. For the Select User, Computer, Service Account, or Group
screen, in the field Enter the object name to select (examples) enter
domain admin and click Check Names:

Click OK and click Next.
6. For File to Export, name the file and click Save.
7. Click Next. Make a note of this location, you’ll need it during Centrify setup
(example: c:\centrify\centrify.pfx).
8. Lastly, for the Completing the Certificate Export Wizard screen, click
Finish. You will see a screen pop up stating the export was successful. Click
OK.
You will provide this file when asked to supply the web server certificate for
your installation.
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Updating or replacing a
web server certificate
This section describes how to use the Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation.ps1
script to update an expired web server certificate or change to a different web
server certificate. For additional Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation.ps1 script
information, see Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation.
To update or replace a web server certificate:
1. If you are not already logged in to the Management node, log in as a user
with administrator rights.
2. At an elevated PowerShell prompt, run Centrify-PASModifyInstallation.ps1 using the proper parameters to update or
change the web server certificate. Parameters include:
n

[-Hostname] <String>]—Enter the hostname you use to define the

Installation.
n

[-Certificate] <String>]—Enter the location of the new web

server certificate.
n

[-CertificatePassword] <String>]—Enter the password for the

web server certificate, if a password is required.
For example:
.\Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation.ps1-Hostname pas.corpnet.com
-Certificate C:\newcert\corpnet.com.p12
-CertificatePassword certp355S3cret

3. After updating the web server certificate, you must create a new
deployment and deploy it to Web and Background nodes. Once you create
the new nodes, set the new deployment active. It is not necessary to create
a new deployment for TCP Relay Logging and TCP Relay nodes. For
detailed instructions on deploying new nodes, see the following sections:
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n

Phase 3: Creating a Deployment package

n

Phase 4: Deploying Hyper-scalable PAS software to Web,
Background, and TCP Relay nodes

n

Phase 5: Activating the Deployment
Note: If you do not deploy new Web and Background nodes after
changing the web server certificate, the Web and
Background nodes will keep using the old certificate.
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Changing to a new
database server or
updating database
connection properties
This section describes how to use the Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation.ps1
script to change the database server or to change the credentials used to access
the database. For additional Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation.ps1 script
information, see Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation.
To change to a new database or update database credentials:
1. If you are not already logged in to the Management node, log in as a user
with administrator rights.
2. At an elevated PowerShell prompt, run Centrify-PASModifyInstallation.ps1 using the proper parameters to change the
database server or to change the credentials used to access the database.
Parameters include:
n

[-DBServer] <String>]—Enter the new server hostname (URI) for

PostgreSQL.
n

[-DBPort] <String>]—Enter the PostgreSQL server port, typically

5432.
n

[-DBUser] <String>]—Type the new user name required to log in to

the database.
n

[-DBPassword] <String>]—Type the new password credential

required to log in to the PostgreSQL database.
n

[-DBDatabase] <String>]—(Optional) Enter the PostgreSQL

database name to use when verifying access.
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For example, to change the database and the database credentials:
.\Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation.ps1 -DBUser
newcentrifyAccount -DBPassword newsecretCode -DBServer
newpostgres.corpnet -DBPort 5432

3. After updating the database, you must create a new deployment and
deploy it to all nodes (TCP Relay Logging if applicable, TCP Relay, Web
and Background nodes). Once you create the new nodes, set the new
deployment active. For detailed instructions on deploying new nodes, see
the following sections:
n

Phase 3: Creating a Deployment package

n

Phase 4: Deploying Hyper-scalable PAS software to Web,
Background, and TCP Relay nodes

n

Phase 5: Activating the Deployment

Connection string management
Use the config map section databaseConnections for connection strings with
the following keys:
n

Common

n

Global

n

GlobalReadonly

n

Tenant

n

TenantReadonly

These keys drive creation of the storage.xml keys and enable you to easily tune
of the common connection string.
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Changing to a new Redis
(cache) server
This section describes how to use the Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation.ps1
script to change the Installation to use a new Redis server. For additional
Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation.ps1 script information, see Centrify-PASModifyInstallation.
To change to a new Redis server:
1. If you are not already logged in to the Management node, log in as a user
with administrator rights.
2. At an elevated PowerShell prompt, run Centrify-PASModifyInstallation.ps1 using the proper parameters to update the
Installation to use a new Redis server. Parameters include:
n

[-RedisServer] <String>]—Enter the Redis server hostname (URI).

n

[-RedisPort] <String>]—Enter the Redis server port, typically

6379.
For example, to change the Redis server:
.\Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation.ps1 -RedisServer
newcache.corpnet -RedisPort 6379

3. After changing the Installation to use a new Redis server, you must create
a new deployment and deploy it to deploy it to all Web and Background
nodes. Once you create the new nodes, set the new deployment active. For
detailed instructions on deploying new nodes, see the following sections:
n

Phase 3: Creating a Deployment package

n

Phase 4: Deploying Hyper-scalable PAS software to Web,
Background, and TCP Relay nodes

n

Phase 5: Activating the Deployment
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Updating the TCP Relay or
TCP Relay logging
certificate
This section describes how to use the Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation.ps1
script to update the certificate on the TCP Relay node or the TCP Relay Logging
node. For additional Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation.ps1 script
information, see Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation.
To update or replace a TCP Relay or TCP Relay logging node certificate:
Note: Relay nodes and logging nodes are treated similarly. The optional
logging nodes can be upgraded using the same procedure as
relay nodes. See Updating the TCP Relay or TCP Relay logging
certificate for more information.
1. If you are not already logged in to the Management node, log in as a user
with administrator rights.
2. At an elevated PowerShell prompt, run Centrify-PASModifyInstallation.ps1 using the proper parameters to update or
change the TCP Relay or TCP Relay Logging node certificate.
Parameter

Description

TCP Relay node:

Use this parameter to generate and configure
a new security certificate for TCP Relay nodes.
For example:

[-NewRelayCertificate]

.\Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation.ps1
-NewRelayCertificate

TCP Relay Logging node:
[NewLoggingRelayCertificate]

Use this parameter to generate and configure
a new security certificate for the TCP Relay
Logging node. For example:
.\Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation.ps1
-NewLoggingRelayCertificate

3. After updating the certificate, reboot the Web and Background nodes.
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Backup and disaster
recovery
In the event of a failure, you can fully restore Hyper-scalable PAS by recovering
or restoring the PostgreSQL data, ensuring a Redis server is also available,
building a new Deployment and deploying it, and then setting the Deployment to
active. To restore Hyper-scalable PAS, perform the steps below.
Determining how to restore Hyper-scalable PAS
n

If the database is still intact and both it and the Redis server are still at their
original URIs, you can reuse the last Deployment package to create as
many Web and Background nodes as needed. For steps on how to reuse
the Deployment package, refer to the section Deploying Hyper-scalable
PAS software to Web, Background, and TCP Relay nodes in the
installation chapter of this guide.

n

If the database has been corrupted or destroyed, but both the database
and Redis servers are still using the same URI, restore the database and
then reboot the node servers. Hyper-scalable PAS should recognize the
database and resume service.

n

If the database or Redis URIs have changed, do the following:
n

Update URIs using Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation script to
update the certificate. To do this, see Updating the TCP Relay or TCP
Relay Logging Certificate.

n

Create a new deployment: Centrify-PAS-NewDeployment.

n

Deploy it.

n

Change the active deployment.

Manually rebuilding and restoring Hyper-scalable PAS
To manually rebuild and restore a Hyper-scalable PAS instance, perform the
following steps:
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Note: Manual back up and restore is your responsibility and is not
performed in any way by Hyper-scalable PAS.
1. Restore your latest backup of the PostgreSQL data to the new database
server. Find the URIs and credentials for both the Redis and Postgres
servers.
2. Run Centrify-PAS-ModifyInstallation with parameters for what has
changed. For example, if the certificate has not changed, you do not need
certificate parameters. Alternately, for example: if the database host has
changed, you must provide all database parameters. The parameter
options are mostly identical to Centrify-PAS-NewInstallation. The only
exception is -Config, which is not accepted.
3. Create a new Deployment package by running the Centrify-PASNewDeployment.ps1 command on the Management node.
4. Copy this Deployment to new Windows Server nodes and install (using
command Centrify-PAS-Deploy) new Web, Background, and TCP Relay
nodes.
5. From the Management node, activate the Deployment using the CentrifyPAS-SetActiveDeployment.ps1 command. Pass in the Deployment ID that
you either set as a parameter or received as output from the CentrifyPAS-NewDeployment.ps1 script.
6. Ensure that the load balancer can send traffic to the Web nodes.
7. On the Management node, list out the nodes (using command CentrifyPAS-NodeList) and forcibly remove (using Centrify-PASForceRemoveNode) any nodes from previous Deployment IDs that no longer
exist or cannot talk to the database.

Maintaining a snapshot
As a method of backup, it is important to maintain an accurate snapshot of your
VMs. The following comprise a snapshot for Hyper-scalable PAS:
n

A copy of the configuration directory you created during the installation
process.

n

A copy of a regular full pg_dump of the postgres database.
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Migrating On-Premise
Centrify PAS to Hyperscalable PAS
This document describes how to move your data from On-Premise Centrify PAS
database to Hyper-scalable PAS (also referred to as Hyper-scalable PAS)
database. The migration process requires you to run the migration scripts to
gather configuration and database data from the On-Premise Centrify PAS
server and then build a Centrify Hyper-scalable Privileged Access Service
installation using the migrated configuration and database data.
Note: The migration disables the On-Premise Centrify PAS server to
prevent data corruption. It is critical that the On-Premise Centrify
PAS server remains disabled; otherwise data and account
corruption may occur. The Privileged Access Service is not
available until the entire migration and deployment process is
complete (in other words, there is a period of downtime during
which the Privileged Access Service is unavailable).

Prerequisites
You will need the following in order to perform the migration procedures:
n

Full access with administrative rights and the ability to run PowerShell
scripts to the On-Premise Centrify PAS server.

n

Minimum software and hardware requirements for deploying Hyperscalable PAS. See the Installation and Configuration Guide for Hyper
Scalable Privileged Access Service for specific details.

n

Migration scripts: Centrify-PAS-PrepareOnPremMigration.ps1 and
Centrify-PAS-InstallationFromOnPremMigration.ps1 (These scripts
come with the Hyper-scalable PAS software package)
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n

Hyper-scalable PAS software package: install.ps1, CentrifyPlatform
[Build.Number].zip

Note: Hyper-scalable PAS may need to use the same database server
operating system as On-Premise Centrify PAS, as PostgreSQL
retrieves (and uses) the collation/character type settings from the
On-Premise Centrify PAS host operating system.
For example, the LC-COLLATE value, English_UnitedStates.1252,
is roughly the Windows PostgreSQL equivalent of en_US.UTF-8
on some Linux distributions, both with Encoding set to UTF8.
PostgreSQL cannot discern that they are functionally similar
however, so it lacks trivial porting between them. Consequently, to
migrate to Hyper-scalable PAS with pre-existing data, you need
to ensure the same localization settings are available on the new
database server by using the same database pod.

Migration overview
The following is an overview of the steps required to migrate from On-Premise
Centrify PAS to Hyper-scalable PAS.
n

Install a Hyper-scalable PAS Management node.

n

Verify that you have the migration preparation script and the migration
installation script in the C:\Centrify\Migration folder on the Management
node (centrify-PAS-PrepareOnPremMigration.ps1) and centrify-PASInstallationFromOnPremMigration.ps1.

n

Copy the migration preparation script (centrify-PASPrepareOnPremMigration.ps1) from the Management node to your
current On-Premise Centrify PAS server.

n

Prepare the On-Premise Centrify PAS server for migration.
For a standard migration, you need to perform the following steps on the
On-Premise Centrify PAS server (if you have an external database
configuration you only need to perform the shutdown cluster step in the
Failover Cluster Manager):
n

In the Failover Cluster Manager, remove the disk from the role and the
cluster

n

Shutdown the cluster
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n

Bring the cluster disk that contains the database information online

n

Start the On-Premise Infrastructure Services database

Note: As stated above, for external database configurations , you only
need to perform the shutdown cluster step, then you can run the
.\Centrify-PAS-PrepareOnPremMigration.ps1 script.
n

From the On-Premise Infrastructure Services server, run the migration
preparation script to package the data needed for migration.
To avoid the possibility of inconsistent data, the On-Premise Infrastructure
Services server is disabled.

n

After running the migration preparation script, copy the directory results to
the Management node.

n

Run the Centrify-PAS-InstallationFromOnPremMigration.ps1 script in
the Management node Migration directory, specifying the directory where
you copied the On-Premise Centrify PAS data, to create an Installation.

At this point the migration is complete and you need to continue with Hyperscalable PAS deployment as described in the Installation and Configuration
Guide for Hyper Scalable Privileged Access Service. You will need to:
n

Create a deployment

n

Deploy Windows servers to create Logging (if desired), Web, Background
and Relay nodes

n

Update the Load Balancer and set the new deployment active

Detailed migration procedures
Important: To avoid synchronization issues, such as passwords or credentials
becoming out-of-sync and disabling account access, the On-Premise Centrify
PAS server must be shut down when the migration preparation script is started,
and must not be restarted. If you are running Windows Clustering, shut the
entire cluster down and do not restart it. Only one On-Premise Centrify PAS
server should be active prior to running the migration preparation script. After
the migration no On-Premise Centrify PAS servers are active.
All PowerShell sessions must be elevated (RunAs Administrator).
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The following instructions are also available in the Installation and Configuration
Guide for Hyper Scalable Privileged Access Service. Refer to that document for
additional details.
Installing the Management node
1. Download/copy the Hyper-scalable PAS software package from Centrify
to the Windows server you have designated to be the Management node.
The installation package includes the following software components:
install.ps1, centrifyPlatform[Build.Number].zip

2. Open an elevated PowerShell session and run the install.ps1 script to
create the Management node.
This expands and installs the centrifyPlatform[Build.Number].zip
(you can optionally set the target directory with the -target parameter).
The default directory is C:\Centrify). Once completed, the necessary scripts
are available on the Management node for installation and deployment.
For detailed instructions, see the Installation and Configuration Guide for
Hyper Scalable Privileged Access Service documentation.
Copying the migration preparation script
Copy the centrify-PAS-PrepareOnPremMigration.ps1 script from the
C:\Centrify\Migration directory on the Hyper-scalable PAS Management node to
your On-Premise Centrify PAS server.
The destination location of the script on the On-Premise Centrify PAS server
doesn't matter as long as you can read and write to that location.
Preparing the On-Premise Centrify PAS server for migration
For standard migrations running Windows clustering:
To ensure data synchronization and that the On-Premise Centrify PAS server
database is accessible, you need to perform all of the following tasks in the
Windows Failover Cluster Manager before running the migration script.
For migrations that use an external database:
If your configuration uses an external database, you only need to perform steps
in the Shutdown the cluster section below before running the migration script.
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Note: The following procedures are performed on the On-Premise
Centrify PAS server.
Remove the disk from the role and the cluster:
1. Access the Windows Server Manager > click the Tools menu > click
Failover Cluster Manager, and then navigate to the cluster resource.
2. In the Failover Cluster Manager, expand the cluster name and navigate to
Storage >Disks.
3. Right-click the disk and select Remove from role and then select Yes at the
confirmation screen.
4. Right-click the disk again and select Remove and then select Yes at the
confirmation screen.
Shutdown the cluster:
This step is required for both standard and external database migrations.
1. In the Failover Cluster Manager, right-click the cluster name and select
More Actions > Shut Down Cluster...
2. Select Yes at the confirmation screen.
Bring the cluster disk that contains the database information online:
1. Navigate to the Windows Disk Management screen.
2. Right-click the disk and then select Online from the menu.
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Start the On-Premise Infrastructure Services database:
1. In Windows, navigate to Administrative Tools > Services.
2. Locate the service centrify Identity Service Databaseright-click the
service and select Start.
Running the migration preparation script
1. From the On-Premise Infrastructure Services server, run the centrifyPAS-PrepareOnPremMigration.ps1 script to package the data needed for
migration.
By default the migration data is copied to C:\OnPremData. If necessary,
you can change the destination of the output directory.
2. Enter Disable Server when prompted to continue.
This disables the On-Premise Centrify PAS server; making the Hyperscalable PAS inaccessible. Do not re-enable the On-Premise Centrify PAS
server, as this could result in Hyper-scalable PAS data getting out-of-sync.
Instead, complete the steps in this Migration Guide to enable Hyperscalable PAS Web Nodes and set the Deployment to Active.
Copy the On-Premise Centrify PAS data to the Management node
Copy the entire contents of the On-Premise Centrify PAS server C:\OnPremData
(or as specified) folder to the Management node. This includes two SQL files and
one ZIP file. The files must go into a single directory on your Management node.
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Create the installation from the migrated data
From the Management node, in the C:\Centrify\Migration directory, run the
centrify-PAS-InstallationFromOnPremMigration.ps1 script.
The migration installation script has similar requirements to the standard
centrify-PAS-NewInstallation script, with a few differences:
n

-MigrationDirectory – points to the directory with the three files from the
On-Premise Centrify PAS migration

n

No need for the administrative user credentials, as those are migrated with
the other data
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Troubleshooting
The following are Centrify Hyper-scalable Privileged Access Service frequently
asked questions and information about specific features and functionality as
follows:
n

Scripts won't run.

n

Unknown or non-existant node listed in NodeList.

n

Web node is installed but site does not appear.

n

What is the Logging Relay?

n

How to retrieve Node Logs

n

How to retrieve Connector Logs without a Logging Relay

n

How to provide a Support Report

Scripts won't run
If you receive an error such as:
Message: File <file name> cannot be loaded. The file <file> is not digitally signed.
You cannot run this script on the current system. For more information about
running scripts and setting execution policy, see about_Execution_Policies at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=135170.
+ CategoryInfo : NotSpecified: ( [Write-Error], WriteErrorException
+ FullyQualifiedErrorId :
Microsoft.PowerShell.Commands.WriteErrorException,Centrify-Pas-Deploy.ps1
Review enabling PowerShell scripts for more information.

Unknown or non-existant node listed in NodeList
If you see nodes that no longer exist listed when you run Centrify-PASNodeList.
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Common cause
The Node was destroyed, lost, or it was unable to connect to the database when
it was deprovisioned using Centrify-PAS-Deploy -RemoveNode on the node
itself.

Solution
Centrify-PAS-RemoveNode from the Management node will remove the node

from the database.

Web Node is installed but site doesn’t appear
After you have deployed a web node using Centrify-PAS-Deploy -WebNode,
set it active, browsing to the host name doesn’t work.

Common causes
There are several possibilities:

The name is not registered
To browse to the Web node, the host name must be registered with the
appropriate name server. To verify this, from your client system, enter:
nslookup <hostname>

Example:
nslookup pas.corpnet.com

The return IP address should match the public IP address of the node or the
node’s load balancer.
For example:
PS C:\ > nslookup pas.corpnet.com
Server:
Address:

dns.google
8.8.4.4

Non-authoritative answer:
Name:
Address:

corpnet.com
108.167.88.99
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Aliases:

pas.corpnet.com

This tells us that:
1. Name Servers (in Windows Control Panel) are set to Google’s DNS
(8.8.4.4).
2. Pas.corpnet.com is listed and has a public IP address (meaning: not
192.168.*.* or 10.0.*.*).
If, instead, we got:
PS C:\ > nslookup pas.corpnet.com
Server:
Address:

dns.google
8.8.4.4

*** dns.google can't find pas.keybounce.com: Non-existent
domain

This indicates that the name could not be resolved. Ensure it is plugged into the
correct authoritative name server, such as AWS’ Route53, or GoDaddy, and so
on.
Note: This address is not the internal address of the Web node(s), but
rather the public internet-facing port for the Load Balancer or
Firewall.

Inaccessible IP address
If the listed address from the above step comes back as a Private IP address or
in any of the following ranges:
n

10.0.0.0 – 10.255.255.255

n

172.16.0.0 – 172.31.255.255

n

192.168.0.0 – 192.168.255.255

the IP Address is not accessible from the outside world. It needs an external
public (generally static) IP Address. The IP address is not for the Web node,
unless there is only one Web node (not recommended), but rather for the Load
Balancer.

Load Balancer health check fails
Once you have verified that the name resolves to the Load Balancer, ensure the
Load Balancer can see healthy web nodes.
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n

The Health Check point is /health/check. You should see all web nodes
listed and at least those on the current deployment (Centrify-PASSetActiveDeployment) displaying “healthy”.

n

If you do not see any Web nodes, check your load balancer configuration.

n

If you see the correct Web nodes, but they display as “unhealthy,” verify
that they are on the correct deployment. Navigate to the Web node by
name from the node (this will generally work as the deployment process
adds the name to the local hosts file at
c:\Windows\System32\Drivers\Etc\hosts) or IP Address, adding the
“/health/check” path.

In this case, we see that the Role is active, with the Instance Name of “WR_
Second.” If the Web nodes list as offline, ensure they are powered up and
booted.
n

n

From the Management node, ensure the Web node is listed as online and
active from Centrify-PAS-NodeList.
n

If it is offline, it is not accessing the database and may not be running.

n

If it is online but inactive, it has the wrong deployment ID. You need to
either change the active deployment with Centrify-PASSetActiveDeployment or you will need to deploy a node of the
correct deployment.

RDP into the Web node and verify that IIS is running and that there is a
c:\CentrifyNode directory.
Note: If the above are not the case, it may be necessary to re-image and
re-deploy this Web node.

What is the Logging Relay?
The Logging Relay provides several features including the following:
n

Aggregates logs from all deployed Web and Background nodes, providing
a single place to retrieve them.

n

Enables the Management Node to watch the logs, using LogWatcher
(Centrify-PAS-WatchLogs).
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In addition to being essential for trouble-shooting, the output provided by a
Logging Relay plus LogWatcher can be fed into a custom or Splunk-like parser
to generate real-time analytics and alerts.

How to retrieve Node Logs
On the Logging Node, you can find the logs at c:\Centrify\Logs. Their names
contain the date ranges and log type.
For example, for an installation with a hostname (URL) of pas.corpnet.com,
generated from the hours of 9:00pm - 11:59pm on May 14, 2020, the log names
will look similar to the following:
n

2020-05-14-21-pas.corpnet.com-navel.log

n

2020-05-14-21-pas.corpnet.com.log

n

2020-05-14-22-pas.corpnet.com-navel.log

n

2020-05-14-22-pas.corpnet.com.log

n

2020-05-14-23-pas.corpnet.com-navel.log

n

2020-05-14-23-pas.corpnet.com.log

The plain .log files have standard log data in them, while the -navel.log files
are not human-readable, and contain timing data about internal operations that
help Centrify determine where a task might be taking longer than expected.
For convenience, you can use Centrify-PAS-GetDiags.ps1 on the Logging
Node to specify a start date, start hour, and duration (hours) for the run. This will
package the logs from all nodes and the connector logs.

How to retrieve connector Logs without a Logging Relay
The documented process is to install a Logging Relay prior to installing any other
nodes.
Note:

Centrify cannot guarantee support of an installation that did not
follow the documented process.

If your Logging Relay is not available for some reason, Centrify-PAS-GetDiags
can also be run from the Management Node. You can only retrieve connector
logs using this method since the Management node can't reach the Web or
Background Node logs.

How to provide a Support Report
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In addition to logs, basic information about the installation and environment can
help Centrify quickly find the cause of most reported issues.
The Support Report includes information about all deployed nodes, the versions
of the database and binaries installed, and various run-time data including:
n

Centrify connectors, including current status and latency.

n

CurrentDeploymentId

n

DatabaseConnections. This is for debugging database issues. There is no

PII in this.
n

DeploymentHistory and SchemaHistory, including binary (cloud) versions.

n

Running and Queued Jobs. In a healthy system, this is usually empty or
nearly empty.

n

Nodes including type, name, and the basic environment.

n

StatSnap. These are scale statistics. For example, the count of (but not

enumeration of) devices, entitlements, systems, etc.
Note: None of this information expose any confidential data, but you
may still want to scan over the information prior to submitting.
Centrify cannot retrieve this information directly, unless you provide explicit
remote access and permission. The information can only be generated using one
of the following methods:
n

In the Admin Portal, using the Support menu located in the upper right
area of the screen.

n

By calling the /health/SupportInfo endpoint. For example, with CCLI.

n

By running Centrify-PAS-NodeList.ps1 -Support on the Management
Node.
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